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M.A. (Toronto), Ph.D (Toronto), D.S.S (Oxon) MP 
Minister for Finance 
Maison Demandols, 
South Street, 
Valletta. VLT 2000 
 
 

Dear Minister, 

 

OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF THE UPDATED MACROECONOMIC AND FISCAL 

FORECASTS FOR 2019 – 2022 & COMPLIANCE WITH THE FISCAL RULES  

 

As a follow-up to the letter of endorsement in relation to the macroeconomic forecasts, 

dated 30 April 2019, the Malta Fiscal Advisory Council is hereby presenting the full 

assessment report dealing with the Update of Stability Programme 2019 – 2022, in 

terms of the Fiscal Responsibility Act.    

 

The Malta Fiscal Advisory Council considers the updated macroeconomic and 

fiscal forecasts for the period 2019 – 2022, to be within its endorsable range. The 

plans also comply with the fiscal rules prescribed in the Fiscal Responsibility 

Act and the Stability and Growth Pact.  

 

The assessment carried out by the Fiscal Council remained predominantly qualitative. 

The forecasts were examined based on the explanations and evidence provided by 

the Ministry, supplemented with the general assessment of the consistency with the 

historical patterns characterising such variables, and any specific factors which are 

expected to influence the trajectory of these forecasts. Comparisons with the forecasts 

prepared by other independent institutions were also carried out, and these indicated 

broad similarity with the official forecasts.    

 

mailto:info@mfac.org.mt


 

The assessment carried out on the individual GDP expenditure components, suggests 

a broadly neutral risk outlook vis-à-vis real GDP growth throughout the period 2019 to 

2022. This is the net result of opposing upside and downside risks to some of the 

components, which tend to compensate for each other. 

 

In turn, the assessment carried out on the individual revenue and expenditure 

components, suggests possible upside risks for the fiscal balance in 2019, and neutral 

risks for the period 2020 to 2022. This is contingent on the materialisation of the 

macroeconomic scenario as presented in the Programme and close adherence to the 

stated fiscal plans. 

 

Based on the updated macroeconomic and fiscal outlook, the Fiscal Council also 

confirms that the fiscal rules are expected to continue being adhered to. This in view 

of the plans which indicate that the debt ratio would remain below the 60% of GDP 

ceiling, and the fiscal balance would remain in surplus in structural terms, thus enabling 

the country to continue over-achieving its Medium-Term Objective.  

 

Notwithstanding the benign macro-fiscal environment, vigilance remains important, 

particularly as elements of uncertainty remain. Malta’s very open economy makes it 

subject to possible adverse shocks arising from the external sector. On the fiscal front, 

certain budget components may be subject to sudden changes, and some fiscal risks 

might eventually crystallise. 

 

Furthermore, the benign macroeconomic and fiscal conditions offer a window of 

opportunity for carrying out the necessary reforms to address long-term challenges. In 

this respect, the report on the current state of public pensions, which the Pensions 

Strategy Working Group will be presenting by 2020, will certainly include a number of 

key recommendations, which may offer a good basis upon which to act in order to 

address such issues. 

 

Apart from this, the Council reiterates the importance that the fiscal plans maintain a 

long-term focus, to adequately cater for the challenges associated with Malta’s rapid 

structural change, population growth, and international environmental obligations. 

 



 

It is also important that should new policy initiatives be undertaken post 2019, beyond 

what is embedded in the Programme, these are compensated for by measures which 

safeguard the attainment of the stated fiscal targets. Moreover, any revenue windfalls 

which could materialise, should be used primarily to reduce the debt further. 

 

The Fiscal Council welcomes the increased level of detail and analysis presented in 

the Programme. This is in line with some of the recommendations outlined by the 

International Monetary Fund in its Fiscal Transparency Evaluation.  The Council invites 

the Ministry to proceed along these lines and aim for further improvements in fiscal 

transparency in the near term. 

 

Finally, the Council would like to express its sincere gratitude to the staff at the Ministry 

for Finance for the ongoing fruitful collaboration and assistance.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

John Cassar White 

Chairman  
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Executive Summary 

 
 

 

This Report assesses the macroeconomic and fiscal forecasts for the period 2019 to 

2022 contained in the latest Update of Stability Programme, which the Ministry for 

Finance submitted to the European Commission in April 2019. The Programme 

anticipates that the Maltese economy will maintain strong growth over the forecast 

horizon. However, real GDP growth is expected to decelerate gradually, from 6.6% in 

2018, to 6.2% in 2019, and 5.0% by 2022. 

 

Supported by this economic outlook, the Programme targets further fiscal surpluses 

over the forecast horizon, albeit smaller than in 2018. The fiscal surplus, which in 2018 

amounted to 2.0% of GDP, is set to narrow to 0.9% of GDP in 2019, and broadly 

stabilise around this level thereafter, specifically, 1.0% in 2020 and 1.1% in both 2021 

and 2022. Meanwhile, the debt-to-GDP ratio is expected to maintain its gradual 

downward trend, falling from 46.0% in 2018 to 33.2% by 2022.  

 

The Malta Fiscal Advisory Council considers these macroeconomic and fiscal 

forecasts to lie within its endorsable range. The suite of forecasts produced by other 

independent institutions are broadly similar, adding to their plausibility. 

 

The assessment carried out on the individual GDP expenditure components, suggests 

a broadly neutral risk outlook vis-à-vis real GDP growth throughout the period 2019 to 

2022. This is the net result of opposing upside and downside risks to some of the 

components, which tend to compensate for each other. For 2019, the downside risk to 

gross fixed capital formation is practically entirely offset by the downside risk to imports. 

In relation to the period 2020 to 2022, the upside risks to private and government 

consumption, are deemed to be roughly compensated for by the downside risks to 

exports and the upside risks to imports.    

 

The assessment carried out on the individual revenue and expenditure components, 

suggests possible upside risks for the fiscal balance in 2019, and neutral risks for the 

period 2020 to 2022. In 2019, total revenue may exceed the target because of higher-

than-expected taxes on production and imports. This positive impact on the fiscal 

balance is reinforced by the possibility that total expenditure turns out less than 
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projected. On the other hand, the neutral risk outlook for the period 2020 to 2022 is the 

result of upside risks to total revenue, which are matched by upside risks to total 

expenditure of similar magnitude. The upside revenue risks relate again to taxes on 

production and imports. In turn, the overall upside risks to total expenditure, reflect the 

upside risks to compensation of employees and intermediate consumption, which are 

partially dampened by possible savings on ‘other’ expenditure.  

 

The fiscal risk assessment is conditional on the macroeconomic scenario not diverging 

significantly from the official forecasts, and the equally important proviso that the 

Government adheres closely to the plans outlined in the USP.  

 

The Fiscal Council confirms that the fiscal rules were met in 2018 and expected to be 

fully complied with throughout the period 2019 to 2022. The debt rule is expected to 

be comfortably satisfied, with the trajectory for the debt ratio remaining well below the 

60% of GDP ceiling over the forecast horizon. At the same time, the planned structural 

surpluses, amounting respectively to 0.7%, 1.1%, 1.3% and 1.4% of potential output, 

between 2019 and 2022, would enable Malta to continue over-achieving its Medium-

Term Objective of structural balance. The latter also implies that the expenditure 

benchmark is not binding, provided the Medium-Term Objective continues to be 

satisfied and this is not due to windfalls.  

 

Notwithstanding the benign macro-fiscal environment, which is expected to prevail 

between 2019 and 2022, vigilance remains important, particularly as elements of 

uncertainty remain. Malta’s very open economy makes it subject to possible adverse 

shocks arising from the external sector. On the fiscal front, certain budget components 

may be subject to sudden changes, and some fiscal risks might eventually crystallise. 

The benign macroeconomic and fiscal conditions also offer a window of opportunity for 

carrying out the necessary reforms to address long-term challenges. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

 

European Union (EU) Member States that share the euro as their currency must submit 

an Update of Stability Programme (USP) to the European Commission (COM) by the 

end of April of each year.1 The USP 2019 – 2022 contains macroeconomic forecasts 

which are an updated version of the forecasts presented in the Draft Budgetary Plan 

(DBP) 2019, which was submitted to the COM in October 2018.2  

 

The COM assesses these plans to ensure that economic policy among the euro area 

countries is coordinated and that every country respects the EU’s economic 

governance rules. To strengthen confidence in the reliability of the macroeconomic 

forecasts, EU regulations specify that a country must either delegate their production 

to an institution which is completely independent from government, or else, when the 

government produces the macroeconomic forecasts itself, such forecasts must be 

endorsed by an independent institution. In the case of Malta, the latter option was 

adopted, with the Malta Fiscal Advisory Council (MFAC) tasked to carry out this 

endorsement. 

 

On 30 April 2019, the Chairman of the MFAC forwarded a letter to the Minister for 

Finance stating that “based on the information available to the Malta Fiscal Advisory 

Council, and after taking due consideration of the uncertainty inherent in 

macroeconomic forecasts, the Council considers the full set of macroeconomic 

forecasts for the period 2019 to 2022 prepared by the Ministry for Finance as part of 

the Update of Stability Programme 2019 – 2022 to lie within its endorsable range”.3  

 

The Fiscal Responsibility Act (FRA), which among other things established the MFAC 

and specified its tasks, goes beyond the requirement to endorse the macroeconomic 

                                                   
1 The USP submitted in 2019 by each country is available on 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-
economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-
semester-timeline/national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes/2019-

european-semester_en. 
2 The DBP submitted in 2018 by each country is available on 
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-
economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-
budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2019_en. 
3 An electronic copy of the letter is available on 

https://mfac.gov.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes/2019-european-semester_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes/2019-european-semester_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes/2019-european-semester_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes/2019-european-semester_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2019_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2019_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2019_en
https://mfac.gov.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx
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forecasts prepared by the Ministry for Finance (MFIN).4 The FRA also prescribes the 

endorsement of the fiscal projections and requires that all assessments are made 

public.5  

 

This Report, whose cut-off date is 5 June 2019, outlines the analysis carried out by the 

MFAC to support the endorsement decision published on 30 April 2019 in relation to 

the macroeconomic forecasts contained in the USP 2019 – 2022. It also presents the 

analysis and endorsement of the fiscal projections for the period 2019 to 2022. 

 

The Report proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the methodologies used by the 

MFIN to prepare the macroeconomic and fiscal forecasts and provides an analysis of 

the main assumptions which underpin the macroeconomic forecasts. Chapter 3 

evaluates the expected trajectory for the various macroeconomic variables for the 

period 2019 to 2022 and identifies any possible upside or downside risks. Chapter 4 

compares the latest official macroeconomic forecasts with those prepared by the MFIN 

during the previous forecast round, and the latest available forecasts produced by 

other institutions, namely the COM, the Central Bank of Malta (CBM), the International 

Monetary Fund (IMF) and credit rating agencies. Chapter 5 presents an overview of 

the main fiscal aggregates for the period 2019 to 2022 and examines the extent to 

which the forecasts for the main revenue and expenditure components, and public 

debt, can be considered as plausible. It also identifies any possible upside or downside 

risks to the baseline forecasts. Chapter 6 compares the MFIN’s fiscal forecasts 

contained in the USP to those prepared as part of the latest DBP, and the latest 

available forecasts by the COM, the CBM and the IMF. Chapter 7 evaluates the ex-

post and ex-ante compliance with the fiscal rules, respectively for 2018 and the period 

2019 to 2022. Chapter 8 presents the conclusions.  

 

 

 

 

                                                   
4 The FRA ACT XXVII of 2014 as amended by Act VII of 2018 is available on 
http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=12215&l=1.  
5 Article 13, sub-article 3 (a), of the FRA states that the MFAC shall “endorse, as it considers 
appropriate the macroeconomic and fiscal forecasts prepared by the Ministry for Finance 
(MFIN) and provide an assessment of the official forecasts”. Article 13, sub-article 4, of the 
FRA, further requires that the “Fiscal Council shall, as soon as is practicable after completing 
an assessment under this article, give a copy of the assessment to the Minister and publish 
the assessment within the period of ten days beginning on the day on which the copy is so 
given”. 

 

http://www.justiceservices.gov.mt/DownloadDocument.aspx?app=lom&itemid=12215&l=1
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Chapter 2 

Forecast methodologies and assumptions 
 

 

2.1  Preparation of the macroeconomic forecasts 

 

The methodologies used by the MFIN to produce the macroeconomic forecasts 

remained the same as in the previous rounds. The macroeconomic forecasts are 

generated using the MFIN’s macroeconometric model (Short-Term Quarterly 

Economic Forecasting Model - STEMM). This is a Keynesian model, with output 

determined by the aggregate demand components. Latest available data are used as 

inputs into the model. Updates and re-estimations of the equations are carried out 

when necessary, to ensure that these reflect adequately the developments and 

structural changes in the Maltese economy. Re-estimations are also necessary when 

the National Statistics Office (NSO) carries out significant revisions to the past data.   

 

Estimated equations are complemented with expert judgement gained through regular 

discussions with key stakeholders, which include government departments, authorities 

and large firms. These meetings offer the opportunity to discuss prospects and gather 

information about key issues which might have a bearing on the economic outlook, 

particularly at a sectoral level. Such meetings play a significant role in shaping the 

MFIN’s outlook particularly for employment, exports and investment plans for some 

key sectors, as these might be driven by very specific factors. Given the small size of 

the Maltese economy, such an approach is particularly useful as sector-specific 

developments can drive the economy-wide outturn, and model equations may not be 

able to capture such specificities. 

 

 

2.2 Assumptions underpinning the macroeconomic forecasts 

   

The modelling framework used by the MFIN to produce the macroeconomic forecasts 

relies on a set of assumptions for certain exogenous variables. Chart 2.1 shows the 

trajectory of the exogenous variables used in the USP 2019 - 2022, compared to the 

profile adopted in the previous round (DBP 2019).  
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Chart 2.1: Main macroeconomic assumptions 

  

  

  

 

 

 
Note: the assumption for the short-term interest rate remained unchanged between the DBP and 

the USP 

Source: MFIN                      
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The exogenous variables are mainly related to the external sector and are not 

influenced by domestic factors. The main external assumptions deal with the values 

for the short-term and long-term interest rates; exchange rates of the euro with respect 

to the US dollar and sterling; world prices; oil prices and real GDP growth of Malta’s 

main trading partners. These are all sourced from Consensus Economics (March 2019 

edition), except in relation to the interest rate assumptions which are sourced from the 

European Central Bank (ECB). The values for exogenous variables are thus based on 

authoritative and reputable sources. These assumptions have a cut-off date of 26 April 

2019.6  

 

In relation to inventory changes, the USP assumes zero contribution to growth over 

the forecast horizon. This follows the same pattern employed in previous USPs and 

differs from the normal practice used in the DBP. In the latter report, inventories are 

normally assumed to influence growth vis-à-vis the forecast for the current year.      

 

To evaluate the robustness of the forecasts, the MFIN also present a sensitivity 

analysis, which involves modelling alternative scenarios which the MFIN considered 

as plausible. The alternative forecasts are based on different assumptions than those 

used in the baseline. These vary from a shock to a particular exogenous variable, to 

sector-specific shocks. Furthermore, apart from STEMM, alternative forecasting 

models are used to evaluate the similarity of results.7  

 

 

2.3 Preparation of the fiscal forecasts 

 

The methodologies used by the MFIN to prepare the fiscal forecasts also remained 

largely unchanged compared to the previous forecast rounds. The framework 

continued to be based on the expert input provided by the line ministries, working along 

the line items of the Consolidated Fund. The expert input is supported by the analysis 

of trends by the various departments, as well as knowledge about specific fiscal 

legislation and ad-hoc factors. This bottom-up approach ensures the tapping of expert 

knowledge and micro information, which is available at ministry level. 

 

                                                   
6 The March 2019 edition of the Consensus Forecasts was used. 
7 These models include model-free statistical forecasts (Random Walk and Holt-Winters 
Seasonal Smoothing Method), model based univariate forecasts (2 ARIMA models) and 
model-based multivariate forecasts (2 VAR models and one VECM model). 
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Top-down ESA-based forecasts are also produced, based on the estimated 

relationships between the fiscal variables and their respective proxy bases. The top-

down projections act as an envelope, to ensure prudence and the overall consistency 

between the fiscal forecasts and the official macroeconomic outlook. The bottom-up 

and top-down fiscal projections are discussed among senior ministry officials and fine-

tuned. The objective is to ensure that the official projections contained in the USP, are 

compatible with the budgetary targets, and respect the fiscal rules. The attainment, 

and in some cases, the overachievement of the headline targets for the fiscal balance 

and public debt, observed in recent years, suggest that the current forecasting 

framework used by the MFIN tends to be somewhat conservative, whereas fiscal 

controls appear to be adequate.  
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Chapter 3 

Assessment of the macroeconomic forecasts 2019 – 2022 
 

 

3.1 Macroeconomic outlook 2019 – 2022  

 

The Maltese economy is expected to maintain a strong growth momentum over the 

forecast horizon. However, real GDP growth is expected to gradually ease, from 6.6% 

in 2018, to 5.0% in 2022 (see Chart 3.1 and Table 3.1).8 In nominal terms, GDP is 

forecast to grow at an average rate of 8.0% between 2019 and 2022, with nominal 

growth expected to be slightly above average during the first two years and slightly 

below in the outer two years.   

 

Chart 3.1: Growth rates of real GDP components - chain linked volumes (%) 

 

Source: MFIN 
 

The anticipated growth patterns vary among the different expenditure components of 

real GDP. The trajectory for private consumption indicates a smoothly decelerating 

rate of growth over the forecast horizon. On the other hand, government consumption 

                                                   
8 All figures for 2018 quoted in this chapter are based on the provisional estimates as 
published by the NSO at the time of preparation of the USP (NSO News Release 038/2019), 
while figures for 2019 – 2022 represent the forecasts prepared by the MFIN. 
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is expected to record double-digit growth in 2019, in line with the outturn in 2018. 

Thereafter, government consumption growth is targeted to slow down markedly. The 

forecast trajectory for gross fixed capital formation is also volatile, with a strong 

rebound in 2019, followed by moderate growth rates in the outer years. In turn, growth 

in exports is expected to pick up in 2019 and 2020, and between 2021 and 2022 

register growth above that recorded in 2018. These expenditure developments are 

expected to accelerate import growth in 2019, underpinned by the anticipated strong 

growth in investment, which carries a high import content. Subsequently, growth in 

imports is expected to slow down smoothly, consistent with the anticipated 

deceleration in real GDP growth over these years.   

 

Domestic demand is expected to be the main driver of real GDP growth throughout the 

forecast horizon, as was the case in 2018 (see Chart 3.2). Net exports are forecast to 

temporarily dampen growth in 2019, as the rise in imports is expected to outpace that 

in exports. However, over the rest of the forecast horizon, net exports are expected to 

contribute positively to growth, by at least 2.0 percentage points (pp) annually. The 

official forecasts assume no impact on GDP growth stemming from inventory changes, 

whereas in 2018, their contribution to growth amounted to 0.9 pp.   

 

Chart 3.2: Contributions to real GDP growth (pp) 

 

Source: MFIN 
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Table 3.1: Macroeconomic variables 2018 – 2022 (%) 

 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Real GDP components      

Private final consumption expenditure* 7.3 5.8 3.9 3.4 3.3 

Gen. govt. final consumption expenditure 11.7 11.6 4.7 2.9 3.0 

Gross fixed capital formation -3.7 13.7 5.4 5.7 3.0 

Exports of goods and services 2.1 2.4 4.1 3.6 3.5 

Imports of goods and services 1.3 3.4 3.0 2.5 2.0 

Real GDP 6.6 6.2 5.7 5.1 5.0 

Contribution to real GDP growth**       

Domestic demand (pp) 4.3 7.0 3.7 3.1 2.6 

Inventories (pp) 0.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Net exports (pp) 1.4 -0.8 2.1 2.0 2.4 

Deflators      

Private final consumption expenditure 0.8 1.7 1.2 1.5 1.5 

Gen. govt. final consumption expenditure 3.8 3.8 2.0 2.5 2.6 

Gross fixed capital formation 4.4 3.2 3.5 2.8 2.5 

Exports of goods and services 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.1 

Imports of goods and services 2.2 2.4 1.8 2.1 2.0 

GDP deflator 2.1 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.0 

Labour market      

Employment (National Accounts definition) 5.6 4.6 4.3 4.0 3.8 

Unemployment rate (%) (LFS definition)  3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.0 

Nominal compensation per employee  2.9 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.1 

Labour productivity*** 1.4 1.5 1.3 1.0 1.1 

Other macroeconomic variables      

Inflation rate (%) (based on the HICP)  1.7 1.9 2.0 1.8 1.8 

Nominal GDP 8.9 9.3 8.3 7.4 7.2 

Potential output 6.8 6.5 6.5 5.3 5.0 

Output gap (% of potential output) 0.7 0.4 -0.3 -0.5 -0.5 

Note: figures for 2019 to 2022 are forecasts 

* includes NPISH 

** figures may not add up due to rounding 

*** real GDP per person employed 

Source: MFIN 
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A detailed assessment of the forecasts for the various macroeconomic variables 

follows (see Chart 3.3). The objective is to evaluate the extent to which the anticipated 

trajectory for each GDP component is plausible, when seen against the actual 

developments since 2010, and to qualitatively help detect possible upside or downside 

risks to the yearly growth forecasts.  

 

Chart 3.3: Growth in GDP and its components - chain-linked volumes (%) 

  

  

  

Source: NSO, MFIN 
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3.2 Private consumption 

 

Private consumption is projected to remain buoyant in 2019, rising by 5.8% in real 

terms.9 Still, this forecast reflects an attenuation compared to the 7.3% growth 

recorded in 2018. However, this is higher than the yearly growth rates registered 

between 2010 and 2017. In 2018, private consumption growth turned out much higher 

than what the MFIN or other institutions had anticipated.10 This upside surprise is in 

part being carried forward to 2019, supporting the rather elevated forecast for private 

consumption growth compared to data over the last decade. 

 

On the other hand, between 2020 and 2022, private consumption is expected to grow 

slightly more than 3.0% annually, which is comparable to the average growth recorded 

during the five-year period 2012 to 2017. When considering the key assumption 

embedded in the forecasts, namely that the population in Malta is assumed to expand 

by around 3.0% annually throughout the forecast horizon, this translates into roughly 

stable consumption in real terms on a per capita basis. The private consumption growth 

forecasts for the period 2020 to 2022 thus appear relatively conservative. 

 

The projected path for private consumption is supported by the anticipated labour 

market developments. The baseline forecast assumes that the economy will continue 

to attract more foreign workers. Indeed, employment is forecast to expand strongly, 

with growth starting off at 4.6% in 2019 and gradually easing to 3.8% by 2022. 

Furthermore, compensation per employee is forecast to rise by an average of 3.0% 

annually in nominal terms and thus exceed the projected HICP inflation rate, which at 

its highest is indicated at 2.0%. The expected increase in real incomes thus offers 

further support to the consumption growth forecasts. Moreover, the unemployment rate 

is anticipated to remain low, in the region of 3.7% to 4.0% over the forecast horizon, 

and this should contribute positively to consumer confidence. 

 

The job-rich growth scenario, compounded with rising incomes in real terms, extends 

the patterns observed in recent years. This view is supported by the positive outlook 

in certain key sectors, namely remote gaming, tourism and financial services. These 

sectors are expected to continue adding to their employment levels. The anticipated 

job creation is also compatible with the active policies aimed at facilitating the 

                                                   
9 Private consumption is the largest expenditure component in GDP, accounting for around 
half of GDP in real terms. 
10 For example, the latest DBP’s forecast for private consumption growth for 2018 was 5.6%. 
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expansion in labour supply, through the addition of foreign workers and the further 

increase in labour market participation among females.  

 

The deflator for private consumption is forecast to grow by around 1.5% each year, 

which is higher than the actual developments during the three-year period 2016 – 2018. 

Nevertheless, the consumption deflator is again anticipated to grow by less than the 

HICP inflation rate. Indeed, the MFIN’s forecasts extend the pattern where tourism-

related prices, (which feature as part of the HICP but do not form part of the 

consumption deflator) continue to outpace the rise in the prices of the other 

consumption components. The ongoing positive performance in the tourism sector has 

enabled operators to raise prices, a scenario which the MFIN expect to continue 

prevailing over the forecast horizon. On balance, the projected pattern for the 

consumption deflator appears prudent and is not exerting a material impact on the 

forecast trajectory for private consumption growth.  

 

Overall, based on the above analysis, the risk outlook for private consumption growth 

can be considered to be neutral for 2019, but upside for the period 2020 – 2022.  

 

 

3.3 Government consumption 

 

In real terms, government consumption is expected to grow by 11.6% in 2019, at 

practically the identical rate recorded in 2018 (see Chart 3.4). Thereafter, growth is 

expected to more than halve, slowing to 4.7% in 2020 and dropping further, to 2.9% 

and 3.0%, respectively in 2021 and 2022.  

 

The forecast trajectory for the deflator for government consumption is in line with the 

patterns observed in recent years, rising by 3.8% in 2019 and between 2.0% and 2.6% 

in the outer years. Hence the deflator is not playing a decisive role in influencing the 

profile for real government consumption, particularly the much slower growth projected 

towards the end of the forecast horizon. The latter can thus be assessed by focusing 

on the different components making up government consumption, based on the fiscal 

forecasts which are presented in the USP. The caveat is that such variables are only 

available in nominal terms.   
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Chart 3.4: Breakdown of nominal government consumption growth (pp, %) 

 

Source: MFIN 
 

 

The current fiscal plans yield an estimated growth in nominal government consumption 

of 15.8% in 2019, a repetition of the 15.9% growth recorded in 2018. Although in 2019 

the anticipated contribution to growth stemming from intermediate consumption and 

compensation of employees is slightly less than in 2018, this effect is practically offset 

by the developments in market output.11 In turn, the anticipated deceleration in 

government consumption growth starting from 2020 can be primarily attributed to the 

planned containment in expenditure growth on intermediate consumption, and to a 

slightly lesser degree on compensation of employees. Moreover, the expected rise in 

market output during this period results in a small negative contribution to growth in 

government consumption during the outer years, thereby contributing further to the 

anticipated slowdown.12  

 

The assessment of the fiscal forecasts, as presented in Chapter 5 in this Report, 

suggests that there could be neutral risks for government consumption growth for 

2019. On the other hand, there could be upside risks to growth for the period 2020 to 

2022. Such risks mainly stem from the possibility that spending on compensation of 

                                                   
11 When estimating the value of government consumption, market output is deducted from the 
other expenditure components. Since the USP assumes that in 2019 market output will be 
less than in 2018, this corresponds to a deduction of a smaller value, thus explaining the 
upward push to government consumption. This pattern was in line with that recorded in 2018.   
12 Since the USP assumes that in these years market output will be rising, this corresponds to 
a deduction of a larger value, thus explaining the downward push to government consumption.   
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employees and intermediate consumption could expand at a faster pace than planned 

throughout this period.    

 

 

3.4 Gross fixed capital formation 

 

After having contracted by 7.4% in real terms in 2017, and by a further 3.7% in 2018, 

gross fixed capital formation is expected to rebound by 13.7% in 2019. It is then 

expected to grow by 5.4% and 5.7% respectively in 2020 and 2021, and by 3.0% in 

2022.  

 

Gross fixed capital formation has exhibited significant swings across the years, making 

it challenging to achieve accurate forecasts for this expenditure component. The 

MFIN’s practice of maintaining regular contact with key stakeholders and the decision 

to incorporate those projects that have a strong political commitment or a high prospect 

of realisation, is considered by the MFAC as a sensible approach. Furthermore, the 

assumption of high import content adopted by the MFIN for investment, which 

averages around 83% across the various categories, reduces the risk that forecast 

errors in this area spill onto the overall GDP growth forecasts. 

 

The information compiled by the MFIN suggests that several large-scale investment 

projects, both public and private, particularly in the transport and aviation, tourism, 

information technology, telecommunications, real estate and health sectors are 

expected to materialise over the forecast horizon. The initiation of some of these 

projects, and the base effect created by the declines recorded in 2017 and 2018, offer 

support for the plausibility of the expected investment rebound in 2019. The estimated 

outlays and the scheduled progress on the various projects which are factored into the 

forecasts are also compatible with the moderate investment growth rates anticipated 

for the period 2020 to 2022. Any delays in the implementation of the said projects 

would however deviate the yearly trajectory for investment. 

 

The forecast growth in the investment deflator, averaging around 3.0%, is comparable 

to the recent developments recorded in the actual data, and compatible with the nature 

of the investment projects planned. 

 

Overall, there remains an element of downside risk for the investment projections for 

2019, particularly when factoring in the fact that in the past, the anticipated growth in 
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gross fixed capital formation has not always been fully met. On the other hand, the risk 

outlook for the period 2020 to 2022 is judged to be neutral as the lower investment 

growth rates make such forecasts easier to be achieved.     

 

 

3.5 Exports of goods and services         

 

Growth in exports of goods and services is expected to accelerate from 2.1% in 2018, 

to 2.4% in 2019, and 4.1% in 2020. Exports are then expected to grow at a slightly 

lower rate, up by 3.6% and 3.5% respectively in 2021 and 2022. 

 

These forecasts are supported by the exogenous assumptions employed by the 

MFIN.13 Malta’s main trading partners are expected to register stable growth of around 

1.3% annually throughout the forecast horizon. Furthermore, the euro is expected to 

depreciate against sterling until 2020, and then a slight appreciation is expected in the 

outer forecast years. It is also expected to depreciate against the USD in 2019, but 

then return to the 2018 values over the rest of the forecast horizon.  

 

The MFIN also rely on sector specific information based on discussions with key 

stakeholders. These suggest that exports of services are expected to be the main 

driver of export growth, based on the positive outlook particularly in relation to financial 

services, tourism and remote gaming. On the other hand, exports of goods are 

expected to decline in 2019, as was the case in 2018, but these are expected to 

register growth in the other three years.    

 

The export deflator is expected to rise annually by slightly more than 2.0% throughout 

the forecast horizon. This profile extends the pattern recorded during previous years. 

The forecasts for the export deflator are also broadly in line with those for the import 

deflator, thus exerting a broadly neutral impact on the terms of trade over the forecast 

horizon.   

 

Overall, the MFAC considers that there are neutral risks for export growth in 2019 but 

downside risks for the period 2020 to 2022, as the anticipated higher growth rates may 

be more challenging to be achieved.  

 

                                                   
13 Refer to chapter 2 of this Report for an overview of the assumed trajectory for the various 
exogenous variables.  
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3.6 Imports of goods and services 

 

Imports are forecast to grow by 3.4% in 2019, faster than the 1.3% growth recorded in 

2018. Thereafter, growth in imports is expected to decelerate gradually, to 2.0% by 

2020. These growth rates are comparable to those observed during the past decade.  

 

These forecasts embed the MFIN’s assumption that the import content of domestic 

demand continues to decline along the trend estimated over recent years. Yearly 

fluctuations in import growth are then mainly driven by the volatility of gross fixed 

capital formation, which in the case of Malta has a very high import content. The 

acceleration in imports expected for 2019 is thus consistent with the strong growth in 

investment, which more than compensates for the slower growth in private 

consumption. With regards to the period 2020 to 2022, the deceleration in import 

growth is supported by the expected deceleration in domestic demand.  

 

The import deflator is forecast to rise by around 2.0% annually. This is consistent with 

the external price and exchange rate assumptions, and it is close to the developments 

observed in recent years.  

 

On balance, the before-mentioned downside risks to investment growth in 2019 (which 

tends to slow down import growth), and the upside risks associated with the growth 

rate in private consumption over 2020 to 2022 (which tends to push up import growth), 

as well as the possibility that the import content of domestic demand could be higher 

than assumed (which would generate higher imports), suggest that there could be 

downside risks to import growth in 2019, but upside risks for the period 2020 to 2022.  

 

 

3.7 Inflation 

 

Inflation, based on the HICP, is forecast to continue hovering close to 2.0% over the 

forecast horizon. The absence of significant inflationary pressures, despite the 

elevated economic growth, is consistent with the absence of major wage inflation 

pressures. The scenario underpinning the MFIN’s inflation forecasts is that the highly 

elastic labour supply, facilitated by the inflow of foreign workers, continues to maintain 

overall wage pressures under check. 
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The low inflation scenario is further supported by the assumption that oil prices 

throughout the forecast horizon will be lower than in 2018, and rather stable.14 The 

assumed depreciation of the euro against major currencies is also contained and 

hence with limited impact on inflation. At the same time, world prices are projected to 

increase by only 1.4% in 2019, and by a yearly average rate of 1.6% over the 

outstanding years. 

 

At a component level, the growth rates in the prices of food and services are expected 

to outpace those in energy and non-energy industrial goods. This is consistent with the 

sustained growth in domestic demand and the external assumptions employed by the 

MFIN. 

 

The GDP deflator is expected to rise by 2.9% in 2019 and ease to 2.0% by 2022. This 

is compatible with the contained price developments anticipated across the various 

GDP component deflators, while at the same time factoring in slight price pressures 

generated by the anticipated sustained pace of domestic demand over the forecast 

horizon.  

 

 

3.8 Labour market 

 

Labour demand is expected to remain strong throughout the forecast horizon. This is 

consistent with the job-rich growth being experienced by the country in recent years.  

 

The steady influx of foreign workers makes such employment growth possible. Further 

expansion in labour supply results from the trend rise in the female labour force. 

Administrative measures aimed at facilitating the influx of foreign workers, even from 

non-EU countries, as well as the family-friendly measures and tax incentives, should 

enable the labour supply in Malta to continue expanding, thus catering for the rising 

labour demand, and containing wage pressures. 

 

The forecasts contained in the USP anticipate that such positive labour market 

developments will continue prevailing, but with some moderation. Indeed, the forecasts 

place employment growth on a decelerating path, from 5.6% recorded in 2018, easing 

                                                   
14 Refer to chapter 2 of this Report for an overview of the assumed trajectory for the relevant 
exogenous variables.  
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linearly to 3.8% by 2022. These forecasts embed an element of prudence, since they 

factor in the possibility that the influx of foreign workers may attenuate.    

 

The USP anticipates that labour supply will grow slightly faster than labour demand, 

thereby edging up slightly the unemployment rate, to 4.0%, by 2022. This is partly 

justified by the possibility that the unemployment rate, after having achieved record low 

levels, is likely to settle towards its long-run equilibrium.  

 

 

3.9 Potential output and the output gap 

 

The potential output and the output gap are estimated by the MFIN using the commonly 

agreed methodology across the EU.15 This is based on the production function 

approach, with growth stemming from the labour contribution, the capital contribution 

and total factor productivity. Accordingly, potential output growth is expected to remain 

high over the forecast horizon. However, potential output is expected to decelerate 

smoothly, from 6.8% in 2018 to 5.0% by 2022 (see Chart 3.5).  

 

In 2019 and 2020, the expansion in labour supply is the dominant source of potential 

output growth, as was the case in 2017 and 2018. However, in the outer forecast years, 

the sources of potential output growth are broadly evenly balanced between its three 

components, namely labour supply, capital accumulation and total factor productivity. 

 

The expansion in labour supply mainly reflects the growth in the working-age 

population and the assumed further increase in the participation rate. On the other 

hand, the growth potential stemming from capital accumulation is consistent with the 

investment spending which is expected over the forecast horizon. In turn, total factor 

productivity is modelled to rise in line with the values estimated over recent years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
15 For further details refer to 
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/economic_paper/2014/ecp535_en.htm.  

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/economic_paper/2014/ecp535_en.htm
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Chart 3.5: Potential output growth and output gap estimates (%) 

 

Note: Reproduced from the USP Chart 2.2, page 22.  

Source: MFIN 

 

The forecasts for real GDP growth and potential output growth portray a situation 

where the output gap closes off completely by 2019, after having been positive since 

2014. As from 2020 the economy is then estimated to operate marginally below 

potential, with the negative output gap however being contained to 0.5% of potential 

output. 

 

The anticipated magnitude of the negative output gap is however contained. This is 

similar to the earlier years when the output gap was positive. This portrays a scenario 

where the economy does not diverge far from its potential, both when it is operating 

above potential and when it is operating below potential. 

 

   

3.10 Macroeconomic risk outlook 

 

The qualitative analysis carried out in the previous sections relied entirely on expert 

judgement and should thus be treated with caution. Overall, the assessment carried 

out on the individual GDP expenditure components, suggests a broadly neutral risk 

outlook vis-à-vis real GDP growth throughout the period 2019 to 2022 (see Table 3.2). 

This is the net result of opposing upside and downside risks to some of the 

components, which tend to compensate for each other.  
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Table 3.2: Summary of risks to the GDP expenditure components 

 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Private final consumption expenditure  ⇔ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
General government final consumption expenditure ⇔ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
Gross fixed capital formation ⇓ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
Exports of goods and services ⇔ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ 
Imports of goods and services ⇓ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
Real GDP ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 

Note: ⇔ indicates neutral risks, ⇑ indicates upside risks and ⇓ indicates downside risks.  

Source: MFAC 

 

For 2019, the downside risk to gross fixed capital formation is practically entirely offset 

by the downside risk to imports. This risk outlook is underpinned by the possibility that 

any investment delays could be mainly related to projects which have a high import 

content, and thus a minimal direct effect on GDP on a net basis. At the same time, the 

2019 risk outlook vis-à-vis the other GDP components is neutral. In relation to the 

period 2020 to 2022, the upside risks to private and government consumption, are 

deemed to be roughly compensated for by the downside risks to exports and the upside 

risks to imports, coupled with the neutral risk outlook for gross fixed capital formation.  

Since the period 2020 to 2022 pertain to more distant years, where the extent of 

uncertainty could be higher, such assessment should be treated with more caution.  
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Chapter 4 

Comparison across different macroeconomic forecasts 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 

To evaluate the plausibility of the latest official macroeconomic forecasts, the latter are 

also compared to the forecasts produced by other reputable organisations. The focus 

is in relation to 2019 and 2020, in view of data availability. First, the latest 

macroeconomic forecasts are compared to the previous vintage produced by the 

MFIN, which formed part of the DBP 2019, and then to the latest available forecasts 

produced by the CBM, COM, IMF and credit rating agencies. An important caveat is 

that macroeconomic forecasts may not necessarily be directly comparable, due to 

differences in the availability of data when such forecasts were produced. Indeed, only 

the COM’s forecasts embed the same information underpinning the USP 2019 – 2022, 

since the other forecasts were published earlier. Other differences could arise due to 

different assumptions and forecasting methodologies used by the various institutions. 

Nevertheless, the MFAC views such alternative forecasts as a useful benchmark to 

support the qualitative assessment carried out in Chapter 3.  

 

 

4.2 Comparison with the DBP 2019  

 

For 2019, the USP anticipates a slightly faster rate of growth compared to the DBP.16 

The MFIN revised the real GDP growth outlook from 5.3% to 6.2% (see Table 4.1). 

This revision also took into consideration the fact that the outturn in 2018 was some 

0.8 pp higher than had been anticipated in the DBP. However, the view remained 

similar in that, under both vintages, growth in 2019 is seen as slightly less than in 2018. 

 

Likewise, final domestic demand remained the main source of growth across both 

forecast rounds. However, the contribution from domestic demand is stronger in the 

USP, amounting to 7.0 pp, compared to 5.0 pp which was indicated in the DBP. In 

contrast, the contribution to growth arising from net exports has been revised from 

positive (in the DBP) to negative (in the USP). This reflected the upward revision in 

import growth which was larger than that in exports. These revisions are to be seen 

                                                   
16 The DBP was published on 15 October 2018. 
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against the changing assumptions employed across the two forecast rounds as 

highlighted in Chapter 2 of this Report. Specifically, in the USP, the forecasts for real 

GDP growth for the main trading partners and for oil prices are below those indicated 

in the DBP. On the other hand, the assumption of zero growth from inventories is 

identical in both the USP and the DBP.     

 

The growth rates for all GDP components were revised upwards in the USP compared 

to the DBP. The upward revision in private consumption growth is consistent with the 

more positive prospects for employment and compensation per employee, together 

with a downward revision in the unemployment rate. The overall effect is however 

partially dampened by an upward revision in the deflator for private consumption which 

was carried out in the USP.  

 

Growth in government consumption was also revised upwards, from 8.2% in the DBP 

to 11.6% in the USP. This reflected both some upward revisions in planned expenditure 

outlays, as well as the fact that in 2018 the actual growth was below that anticipated in 

the DBP, thus creating a base effect. Likewise, the growth rate for gross fixed capital 

formation was raised from 8.4% to 13.7%, under the premise that progress in certain 

projects was slower than anticipated with some works being shifted from 2018 to 2019.  

 

Even the growth rate of exports of goods and services was revised upwards in the 

USP. This was mainly driven by changes in the past data for exports which suggested 

generally faster historical growth than previously estimated. This development more 

than compensated for the generally less favourable external conditions assumed in the 

USP than in the DBP.17  

 

The faster growth in the GDP components consequently led to an upward re-estimation 

of growth in imports, from 2.2% in the DBP to 3.4% in the USP. This was necessary to 

factor in the import content associated with the higher level of GDP.  

 

In relation to price developments, the HICP inflation rate remained the same across 

both forecast rounds, at 1.9%. However, the deflators for all the GDP components were 

revised upwards, pulling up the GDP deflator from 2.2% in the DBP to 2.9% in the 

USP.  

 

                                                   
17 Refer to chapter 2 in this Report for further details. 
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Table 4.1: Macroeconomic forecasts by the MFIN, COM, CBM and IMF (%) 

  2019 2020 

 
MFIN 
USP  

MFIN 
DBP  

COM 
SPR 

CBM 
FEB 

IMF 
FEB 

MFIN 
USP 

COM 
SPR 

CBM 
FEB 

IMF 
FEB 

 Growth rate in GDP components in real terms 

Private consumption 5.8 4.1 5.0 4.9 4.5 3.9 4.1 4.1 4.0 

Government 
consumption 

11.6 8.2 11.5 8.3 5.0 4.7 6.3 6.2 3.7 

Gross fixed capital 
formation 

13.7 8.4 10.1 9.6 7.6 5.4 7.8 13.2 6.4 

Exports of goods and 
services 

2.4 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.2 4.1 2.8 2.9 2.2 

Imports of goods and 
services 

3.4 2.2 3.2 3.7 1.9 3.0 3.0 4.4 1.9 

Real GDP 6.2 5.3 5.5 4.8 5.2 5.7 4.8 4.4 4.4 

 Contributions to real GDP growth 

Final domestic 
demand (pp) 

7.0 5.0 6.0 5.5 4.3 3.7 4.4 5.6 3.6 

Inventories (pp) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 0.0 - 

Net exports (pp) -0.8 0.3 -0.5 -0.6 0.9 2.1 0.3 -1.2 0.9 

 Deflators 

Private consumption 1.7 1.0 - - - 1.2 - - - 

Government 
consumption 

3.8 1.9 - - - 2.0 - - - 

Gross fixed capital 
formation 

3.2 2.2 - - - 3.5 - - - 

Exports of goods and 
services 

2.3 1.8 - - - 2.2 - - - 

Imports of goods and 
services 

2.4 1.9 - - - 1.8 - - - 

GDP 2.9 2.2 2.3 2.2 2.2 2.4 2.2 2.1 2.3 

 Other macroeconomic variables 

Inflation rate (HICP) 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.9 2.0 2.1 

Employment growth*  4.6 3.7 4.0 4.1 3.5 4.3 3.4 3.4 2.5 

Unemployment rate 3.8 4.1 3.8 3.8 4.1 3.9 3.9 3.9 4.3 

Compensation per 
employee 

3.3 2.9 2.4 2.8 - 3.2 2.5 3.3 - 

* Figures may not be directly comparable due to variation in definitions used by the different 

institutions. 

Sources: MFIN, COM, CBM, IMF 
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4.3 Comparison with the forecasts produced by other institutions 

 

Apart from the MFIN’s own forecasts, the other detailed forecasts available for the 

Maltese economy are those by the COM (published in May 2019), the CBM (published 

in February 2019) and the IMF (published in February 2019). An important caveat is 

that the forecasts published by the CBM and IMF were based on estimates for 2018, 

rather than the actual outturn as published by the NSO in March 2019.   

 

All institutions anticipate strong GDP growth both in 2019 and 2020. The forecasts by 

the COM, CBM and IMF are similar, ranging from 4.8% to 5.5% for 2019, and 4.4% to 

4.8% for 2020. Out of these institutions, the forecasts by the CBM are the more 

conservative while those by the COM are the more optimistic. Although the USP 

forecasts are higher, both for 2019 and 2020, they are still considered to be reasonably 

close.  

 

Consensus also exists in identifying domestic demand as the main contributor to GDP 

growth in both 2019 and 2020. This is compatible with the forecasts presented in the 

USP. On the other hand, there exist differences in relation to net exports, whose 

expected contribution to growth is generally small, but varies between positive and 

negative across institutions. Such differences are more visible with respect to 2020. 

Indeed, the USP anticipates a positive contribution, amounting to 2.1 pp, whereas the 

COM and the IMF expect a smaller positive contribution, and the CBM expects a 

negative contribution. The divergence between the USP and the CBM’s forecasts can 

be mainly traced to the different profile for gross fixed capital formation. Indeed, the 

CBM’s 2020 investment growth forecast is more than double that indicated in the USP. 

This factor explains the higher import growth forecast by the CBM, since investment 

tends to have high import content.   

 

There is broad consensus also in relation to the outlook for private consumption. All 

institutions anticipate elevated growth rates across the forecast horizon, with some 

deceleration in 2020 compared to 2019. The USP presents the more buoyant outlook 

for consumption growth in 2019, at 5.8%. On the contrary, in 2020, the USP is the 

more conservative pointing towards 3.9% consumption growth.   

 

All institutions anticipate a deceleration in government consumption growth in 2020 

compared to 2019. However, the USP indicates a much more pronounced 

deceleration, from 11.6% in 2019 (the highest growth forecast from among these 
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institutions) to 4.7% in 2020 (the lowest growth forecast from among these institutions). 

Such uncertainty can be partly traced to the fact that the government’s expenditure 

plans envisaged in the USP may be slightly different from those factored in by the other 

institutions, thereby creating base effects.18     

 

For 2019, the export growth forecast is very similar across institutions, around 2.4%. 

However, for 2020, the COM, CBM and IMF do not anticipate export growth to exceed 

3.0%, whereas the USP portrays an acceleration to 4.1%. This divergence reflects a 

generally more optimistic view by the MFIN that the expansion in the economy’s supply 

side will enable firms to gain export market share.  

 

In relation to import growth, the forecasts hover close to 3.0% in 2019 and 2020. The 

main differences relate to the IMF’s forecasts, where import growth is seen at 1.9% in 

both years, and the CBM’s forecast for 2020, which sees import growth at 4.4%.  

 

The inflation outlook is shared across all institutions, with forecasts ranging between 

1.9% and 2.1% over both years. The growth in the GDP deflator is also similar across 

institutions, although the USP indicates a slightly higher trajectory for both years. 

Likewise, all institutions anticipate the labour market to remain buoyant. High 

employment growth and low unemployment rates are expected, with the IMF’s 

forecasts being the more conservative among the group. Growth in compensation per 

employee is also comparable across the different sets of forecasts.   

 

Forecasts for Malta’s real GDP growth are also produced by the main credit rating 

agencies, namely DBRS, FITCH, MOODYS and S&P (see Chart 4.1).19 Overall, even 

the credit rating agencies share a similar outlook, characterised by elevated, yet 

smoothly decelerating real GDP growth over time. However, the real GDP growth 

forecasts produced by the credit rating agencies are also more conservative than those 

portrayed in the USP.   

 

 

 

                                                   
18 Possible different forecasts for the revenues derived through the Individual Investor 
Programme (IIP) also play a part since this item enters the compilation of government 
consumption aggregate. 
19 The publication dates of the forecasts produced by the credit rating agencies were as 
follows: FITCH (1 February 2019); DBRS (15 February 2019); MOODYS (5 March 2019); and 
S&P (15 March 2019). 
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Chart 4.1: Real GDP growth by institution (%) 

 

Sources: MFIN, COM, CBM, IMF, DBRS, FITCH, MOODYS, S&P. 

 

 

4.4 Assessment 

 

Overall, the forecast revisions undertaken by the MFIN between the DBP and the USP 

appear plausible and can be traced to identifiable factors and reasonings. Further 

support is offered by the fact that the macroeconomic forecasts by the other institutions 

are also broadly in line with those presented in the USP. At the same time, it is 
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important to acknowledge that data revisions and specific developments can have a 

disproportionate impact on the outlook for the Maltese economy, owing to its very small 

size.  

 

Overall, the comparisons carried out in this chapter offer further support to the MFAC’s 

endorsement of the macroeconomic forecasts. The reasoning underpinning the MFIN’s 

revisions appears sound. At the same time, the fact that other institutions, to varying 

degrees, concur on the overall economic outlook, while being slightly more prudent, 

suggests that the forecasts included in the USP have adequately addressed the 

relevant issues, and factored in the available information.  
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Chapter 5 

Assessment of the fiscal forecasts 2019 – 2022 
 

 

5.1 Fiscal outlook 2019 – 2022   

 

The USP targets further fiscal surpluses over the forecast horizon, albeit smaller than 

those recorded in 2017 and 2018, which amounted to 3.4% of GDP and 2.0% of GDP 

respectively. The plan is for the fiscal surplus to narrow to 0.9% of GDP in 2019, and 

broadly stabilise around this level thereafter, specifically, 1.0% in 2020 and 1.1% in 

both 2021 and 2022 (see Table 5.1). In turn, the debt-to-GDP ratio is expected to 

maintain its gradual downward trend, falling from 46.0% of GDP in 2018, to 33.2% of 

GDP in 2022. This planned trajectory is contingent on the projected expansion in 

nominal GDP, the targeted stream of fiscal surpluses and the offsetting effect of stock-

flow adjustments over the forecast horizon.  

 

Table 5.1: Main fiscal targets (% of nominal GDP) 

 
Total 

revenue 

Total 

expenditure 

Fiscal 

balance 

Structural 

balance* 

Gross debt 

2018 38.8 36.8 2.0 1.6 46.0 

2019 38.1 37.2 0.9 0.7 42.7 

2020 36.7 35.7 1.0 1.1 39.4 

2021 35.7 34.7 1.1 1.3 36.2 

2022 35.2 34.1 1.1 1.4 33.2 

* As per cent of potential GDP 

Source: MFIN 

 

In structural terms (i.e. when netting off the cyclical effects and one-off and temporary 

measures), the fiscal balance is also expected to remain in surplus. However, the 

structural balance is anticipated to drop from 1.6% of potential GDP in 2018 to 0.7% in 

2019, largely mirroring the reduction in the headline fiscal balance. Thereafter the 

structural balance is expected to rise gradually, to 1.4% of potential GDP by 2022. 

Since the output gap is set to turn slightly negative as from 2020, the fiscal balance in 

structural terms is expected to exceed marginally the headline fiscal balance from that 
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year onwards.20 The size of one-off measures is negligible throughout the forecast 

horizon, constant at €2.4 million per annum, and limited to sale of land and properties.   

 

In absolute terms, the 2019 fiscal surplus is expected to practically halve on a year 

earlier, to €120.3 million (see Table 5.2). Indeed, total expenditure is expected to grow 

by 10.4%, which is faster than the 7.1% increase in total revenue. Since, in 2019 

nominal GDP is expected to grow by 9.3%, the expenditure-to-GDP ratio is set to 

increase by 0.4 pp, to 37.2%, whereas the revenue-to-GDP ratio is expected to decline 

by 0.7 pp, to 38.1%. From 2020 onwards, developments are similar, with both the 

expenditure and the revenue ratios set to decline, since nominal GDP is expected to 

grow faster than expenditure and revenue.  

 

The planned contraction in the fiscal surplus in 2019 reflects the additional €471.7 

million expenditure, which exceeds the €341.1 million forecasted rise in total revenue. 

This is a repetition of the pattern recorded in 2018 (see Chart 5.1). On the contrary, 

between 2020 and 2022, the planned increments in revenue exceed expenditure by 

an average of €22.0 million in each year, thereby contributing to an increase in the 

fiscal surplus.   

 

According to the USP, taxes on production and imports, current taxes on income and 

wealth and social contributions are expected to contribute broadly stable revenue 

increases in absolute terms over the forecast horizon (see Chart 5.2). The main 

difference is that whereas in 2018, taxes on production and imports contributed most 

of the additional revenue in that year, throughout the period 2019 to 2022, current taxes 

on income and wealth are expected to be the main source of revenue growth. 

Meanwhile, the yield from other revenue sources is expected to remain rather volatile, 

with increases in some years and decreases in others.21 This is mainly the result of the 

yearly fluctuations anticipated in the proceeds from the Individual Investor Programme 

(IIP), and the absorption of EU funds.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
20 The output gap is forecast at 0.4% of potential output in 2019, at -0.3% in 2020, and at -
0.5% in both 2021 and 2022. 
21 Other revenue comprises capital taxes, property income and ‘other’ revenue.  
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Table 5.2: Fiscal targets in absolute terms (EUR millions) 

 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Total revenue 4,783.3 5,124.4 5,346.8 5,593.2 5,903.4 

Taxes on production and 
imports 

1,590.6 1,665.8 1,758.0 1,836.7 1,924.7 

Current taxes on income 
and wealth 

1,650.4 1,796.4 1,932.9 2,068.5 2,200.9 

Social contributions 764.8 817.5 875.0 934.5 992.5 

Capital taxes* 20.7 27.2 28.5 30.1 31.5 

Property income* 96.0 68.5 71.0 72.8 75.4 

Other revenue* 660.8 749.0 681.4 650.6 678.4 

Total expenditure 4,532.4 5,004.1 5,205.1 5,428.2 5,717.1 

Compensation of 
employees 

1,376.1 1,490.3 1,577.4 1,668.3 1,759.0 

Intermediate consumption 834.3 936.9 987.1 1,028.1 1,078.0 

Social payments 1,175.4 1,275.1 1,327.8 1,397.0 1,462.5 

Gross fixed capital 
formation 

370.6 525.1 485.9 491.9 539.7 

Interest expenditure** 187.7 186.5 179.8 184.2 184.1 

Subsidies** 157.6 165.4 175.0 174.7 179.8 

Capital transfers 
payable** 

168.6 168.6 178.7 169.6 178.6 

Other expenditure** 262.10 256.20 293.40 314.40 335.40 

Fiscal balance 250.8 120.3 141.7 165.0 186.3 

One-off and temporary 
effects (net) 

15.2 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 

Cyclical effects 73.5 44.4 11.3 4.0 9.7 

Structural balance 162.1 73.5 128.0 158.6 174.2 

Gross debt 5,664.7 5,755.8 5,740.2 5,668.5 5,566.6 

Nominal GDP 12,319.8 13,465.7 14,580.8 15,664.9 16,785.3 

Output gap (% of 
potential GDP) 

0.7 0.4 -0.3 -0.5 -0.5 

Note: The fiscal figures are compiled in line with the ESA methodology. 
* Considered as ‘other revenue’ elsewhere in this Report. 
** Considered as ‘other expenditure’ elsewhere in this Report. 
Source: MFIN 
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Chart 5.1: Annual changes in total revenue and total expenditure (EUR millions) 

 
 
Note: Anywhere above the dashed line (blue diamonds) indicates combinations of revenue and 
expenditure developments leading to an improvement in the fiscal balance, whereas anywhere below 
the dashed line (red diamonds) indicates combinations which lead to a contraction in the fiscal surplus 
(deterioration in the fiscal balance). Anywhere along the dashed line corresponds to a stable fiscal 
balance.  

Source: MFIN 

 

Chart 5.2: Yearly changes in revenue components (EUR millions) 

 

Source: MFIN 
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The drivers of expenditure growth tend to vary across the forecast horizon (see Chart 

5.3). The 2019 allocations for compensation of employees and intermediate 

consumption broadly envisage similar increases as in 2018. On the other hand, the 

budgeted increase in social payments and spending on gross fixed capital formation is 

larger in 2019 than in 2018. This factor is however compensated for by the broadly 

unchanged overall budget on ‘other expenditure’ compared to 2018.22 From 2020 

onwards, the budgeted increases across the various expenditure components are 

generally more contained, when compared to the figures for 2018 and 2019. This 

reflects both an element of restraint as well as the fact that the USP does not specify 

any significant new initiatives starting beyond 2019.  

  

Chart 5.3: Yearly changes in expenditure components (EUR millions) 

 

Source: MFIN 

     

A detailed assessment of the forecasts for the various revenue components within the 

budget is presented in the next section. This is followed by a similar assessment which 

is carried out with respect to the various expenditure elements. The analysis is then 

combined to evaluate the overall risk outlook for the period 2019 to 2022 vis-à-vis the 

fiscal surplus and debt targets stated in the USP. 

                                                   
22 Other expenditure comprises interest expenditure, subsidies, capital transfers payable and 
‘other’ expenditure.  
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5.2 Assessment of the revenue projections 

 

The forecasts for the different components making up total revenue are analysed 

separately. The assessment consists in a review of the projected trajectory for each 

variable, with a focus on the consistency with the respective proxy macroeconomic 

base, together with any fiscal measures or known factors, which are expected to exert 

an impact over the forecast horizon. Based on the analysis undertaken, the direction 

of risk for each component is then indicated. The risk outlook is deemed to be neutral, 

unless a sufficiently clear upside or downside risk can be identified. The fiscal risk 

assessment is carried out on the premise that the macroeconomic forecasts as 

indicated in the USP materialise. Such caveat is mitigated by the fact that the 

assessment carried out in Chapter 3 pointed towards a neutral risk outlook for real 

GDP growth throughout the forecast horizon.23  

 

 

5.2.1 Taxes on production and imports 

 

Between 2019 and 2022 taxes on production and imports are expected to grow rather 

smoothly, by an average of 4.9% per annum (see Table 5.3). These growth rates are 

significantly lower than those recorded in 2017 and 2018. For 2019, the projected 

growth in taxes on production and imports is much lower than that in nominal 

consumption. However, for the outer years, growth in this revenue component is very 

similar to its most relevant proxy base.24  

 

The exceptional growth in indirect taxes recorded in 2018 was partly the result of strong 

developments in the property market, which generated higher taxes on financial and 

capital transactions. At the same time, VAT was also buoyant, compatible with the very 

high nominal consumption growth recorded in 2018.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
23 Therefore, the overall macroeconomic scenario underpinning the USP is not likely to 
generate significant over or under estimation of revenue and expenditure forecasts. 
24 The bulk of indirect taxes are levied on values. In the case of indirect taxes which are levied 
on quantities (rather than values) the real growth in private consumption is the more 
appropriate proxy base.    
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Table 5.3: Taxes on production and imports 

 Taxes on production and imports Growth in private consumption 

 Growth (%) Change (EUR millions) Nominal (%) Real (%) 

2017 11.3 141.8 4.7 3.6 

2018 13.5 189.2 8.2 7.3 

2019 4.7 75.2 7.6 5.8 

2020 5.5 92.3 5.1 3.9 

2021 4.5 78.7 4.9 3.4 

2022 4.8 88.0 4.8 3.3 

Source: MFIN 

 

A relevant factor impacting the 2019 forecasts relates to the expected negative effect 

of the VAT directive on electronic commerce.25 Under the new rules, VAT will be paid 

in the Member State of the consumer and according to the MFIN’s calculations, this 

factor is expected to reduce permanently the intake from indirect taxes in Malta as from 

2019. 

 

Otherwise, the USP does not embed any further material changes to indirect taxes 

throughout the forecast horizon, apart from the expiration of some concessions on 

property-related taxes, which would create a marginal net positive effect on the 

budget.26 Since consumption is expected to remain buoyant in 2019, and the 

momentum in the property market is unlikely to abate drastically, the projected 

deceleration in taxes on production and imports in that year suggests an element of 

caution.27  

 

 

                                                   
25 The effect refers to the loss of commission from the Mini One Stop Shop (MOSS), as per 
Council Implementation Directive (EU) No 1042/2013. The MOSS allows taxable persons 
supplying telecommunication services, television and radio broadcasting services and 
electronically supplied services to non-taxable persons in Member States, in which they do not 
have an establishment, to account for the VAT due on those supplies via a web-portal in the 
Member State in which they are identified. VAT collected is eventually forwarded to the 
Member State where purchases are affected. However, a percentage of VAT used to be 
retained by the Member State. As from 2019, all VAT collected will be transferred and no more 
proceeds will be retained from this scheme. For further details refer to 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/12/05/vat-on-electronic-
commerce-new-rules-adopted/. 
26 The effects of some minor measures embedded within the forecasts cancel out, thus 
exerting no material impact on the aggregate. 
27 Even when factoring in the effect of the change in VAT rules. 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/12/05/vat-on-electronic-commerce-new-rules-adopted/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/12/05/vat-on-electronic-commerce-new-rules-adopted/
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The ratio of taxes on production and imports with respect to nominal GDP is projected 

to retract throughout the forecast horizon, from 12.9% in 2018 to 11.5% by 2022 (see 

Chart 5.4). However, when expressed as a ratio to nominal private consumption, this 

change is contained, as it is expected to remain stable at just under 29.0% throughout 

the forecast horizon. This is slightly lower than the 29.4% recorded in 2018, which was 

the highest ratio recorded in over a decade.  

 

Chart 5.4: Taxes on production and imports 

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

These projected developments mirror the assumption of close to unitary elasticity 

employed by the MFIN for the different types of indirect taxes with respect to nominal 

consumption. This is in line with normal practices.28 However, it is lower than the actual 

outturn in 2018, where the implicit elasticities where estimated by the MFIN at 2.0 for 

total taxes on production and imports, and 2.3 specifically in the case of VAT.29  

 

                                                   
28 See Appendix A in Kremer et al (2006) “A disaggregated framework for the analysis of 
structural developments in public finances”, ECB Working Paper Series No 579, available on 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp579.pdf?e95dd4f6b9dad8ff826b09588a697
acc.  
29 As households’ income rises, a larger share of consumption is directed towards goods and 
services on which the full VAT rate is paid, rather than being VAT exempt or carrying a 
reduced VAT rate (such as food). This effect would translate into an elasticity which is greater 
than unity. 
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Overall, the MFAC considers that, on the basis of the analysis portrayed, the 

projections for taxes on production and imports appear plausible, with upside risks 

throughout the period 2019 to 2022. Such upside risks would be amplified further by 

the upside risks to private consumption expenditure for the period 2020 to 2022 which 

were identified in Chapter 3, since higher consumption growth would allow for higher 

growth in indirect taxes. 

 

 

5.2.2 Current taxes on income and wealth 

 

Current taxes on income and wealth are projected to maintain an upward trend in 

absolute terms (see Chart 5.5). The growth rate is however expected to be slightly 

below that in nominal GDP across the forecast horizon. As a result, the ratio of current 

taxes on income and wealth to nominal GDP is expected to decline slightly, from 13.4% 

in 2018, to 13.1% in 2022. This pattern follows the drop recorded in 2018, which 

amounted to 0.5 pp of GDP.   

 

Chart 5.5: Current taxes on income and wealth  

 

Source: MFIN                         
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The forecast expansion in direct taxes is in line with the anticipated growth in 

compensation of employees and gross operating surplus, which are the two most 

relevant proxy macroeconomic bases for this revenue component (see Table 5.4). 

Indeed, the decelerating growth in current taxes on income and wealth from 2020 

coincides with the anticipated slower growth in both compensation of employees and 

gross operating surplus from that year, as the estimated fiscal impact of the 

concessions for pensioners and low-income earners, and some incentives for the take 

up of private pensions, are expected to have only a marginal combined permanent 

downside impact on direct taxes from 2019 onwards.  

 

Table 5.4: Current taxes on income and wealth 

 
Growth 

(%) 
Change     

(EUR millions) 
Compensation of 

employees (%) 
Gross operating 

surplus (%) 

2017 13.4 185.9 7.6 10.5 

2018 5.1 80.6 7.2 9.7 

2019 8.8 146.0 8.1 10.8 

2020 7.6 136.5 7.7 9.2 

2021 7.0 135.6 7.3 7.8 

2022 6.4 132.4 7.0 5.6 

Source: MFIN 

 

In the case of personal income taxes, the elasticity with respect to its macro base is 

assumed to decline and fall below unity over the forecast horizon. A similar pattern is 

assumed in relation to corporate income taxes. However, in the case of corporate 

taxes, the elasticities used are lower than those used for personal income taxes. The 

elasticities used for personal income taxes appear rather conservative, when 

considering that the implicit elasticities for 2017 and 2018 were respectively estimated 

by the MFIN at 2.1 and 1.6. Indeed, an elasticity greater than unity is normally to be 

expected owing to the general progressivity of the income tax system in Malta. On the 

other hand, in the case of corporate taxes, the elasticity used is 0.8 for the first two 

years and 0.7 for the outer years (rather than the more common unitary elasticity), 
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which appears to be reasonably prudent.30 This when considering that the implicit 

elasticity in 2018 turned out to be negative.31     

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for current taxes on income and wealth 

to be plausible, with neutral risks throughout the period 2019 to 2022. An element of 

prudence with respect to personal income taxes compensates for the inherent 

uncertainty in relation to the outlook for corporate taxes. This uncertainty also reflects 

the fact that a proportion of corporate can fluctuate more heavily and be subject to 

sudden stops or spikes.    

 

 

5.2.3 Social contributions 

 

Social contributions are projected to grow by around 6.7% throughout the forecast 

horizon (see Table 5.5). On this basis, the ratio of social contributions to GDP, which 

between 2015 and 2018 was stable around 6.2%, is expected to resume its downward 

trend, falling to 5.9% by 2022 (see Chart 5.6).   

 

Table 5.5: Social contributions 

 Growth (%) Change (EUR millions) Compensation of employees (%) 

2017 9.9 63.6 7.6 

2018 8.8 61.9 7.2 

2019 6.9 52.8 8.1 

2020 7.0 57.4 7.7 

2021 6.8 59.5 7.3 

2022 6.2 58.0 7.0 

Source: MFIN 

 

 

 

                                                   
30 See Appendix A in Kremer et al (2006) “A disaggregated framework for the analysis of 

structural developments in public finances”, ECB Working Paper Series No 579, available on 
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp579.pdf?e95dd4f6b9dad8ff826b09588a697
acc. 
31 Corporate income taxes are generally more volatile than personal income taxes. This allows 
for the possibility that annual developments can fluctuate more and could only be loosely 
related to the gross operating surplus which is the proxy based used for corporate taxes. 
There may also be a mismatch between the tax payments and economic activity as measured 
in GDP for that year.    

https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp579.pdf?e95dd4f6b9dad8ff826b09588a697acc
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/scpwps/ecbwp579.pdf?e95dd4f6b9dad8ff826b09588a697acc
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Chart 5.6: Social contributions  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

Such developments are driven entirely by the expansion in the tax base, and the 

statutory increase in the payment ceiling, as no additional policy changes or measures 

are being factored in the official projections.  

 

Social contributions are set to grow at a slightly slower pace than total compensation 

of employees throughout the forecast horizon. Indeed, the elasticity employed by the 

MFIN with respect to compensation of employees (which is the proxy base for this 

revenue item) is constant at 0.9 in each forecast year. This is consistent with the cap 

which exists on the yearly payments.32 However, this elasticity is below the implicit 

elasticities for 2017 and 2018, which were respectively estimated by the MFIN at 1.4 

and 1.1. 

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for social contributions to be plausible, 

with neutral risks throughout the period 2019 to 2022. Although in recent years, social 

                                                   
32 The cap means that once the maximum annual amount payable has been reached, 
additional income does not lead to more social security payments, hence producing an 
elasticity below unity. 
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contributions had kept at par with GDP developments, the trajectory of a falling ratio of 

social contributions to GDP is realistic.33  

 

 

5.2.4 Other revenue components         

 

The before-mentioned three revenue components (taxes on production and imports, 

current taxes on income and wealth, and social contributions) account for the bulk of 

total revenue. In 2018, their combined share made up 83.7% of total revenue. The 

remaining minor revenue components consist of capital taxes, property income and 

‘other’ revenue.34 The forecast trajectories for these respective categories as 

percentage of nominal GDP are shown in Chart 5.7.  

 

Chart 5.7: Other revenue components (% of GDP)  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

                                                   
33 A possible hypothesis as to why the ratio of social contributions to GDP remained stable in 
recent years is that the bulk of the expansion in compensation of employees during these 
years was generated from jobs whose social contributions were below the cap. On the other 
hand, the forecasts may be implicitly assuming that going forward, the increase in 
compensation of employees becomes more evenly distributed, and thus the cap would have a 
larger dampening effect.  
34 ‘Other’ revenue includes EU funds as well as proceeds related to the IIP. 
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In absolute terms, capital taxes represent only a small share of total revenue. In 2018, 

these amounted to €20.7 million or 0.2% of GDP. The official forecasts indicate small 

increases throughout the forecast horizon, thereby maintaining the ratio to GDP stable 

at 0.2%.  

 

On the other hand, in 2019, property income is expected to be lower than in 2018. 

Thereafter it is expected to increase slightly but remain below its 2018 level. As a result, 

this revenue component is projected to experience a halving of its ratio to GDP, from 

0.8% to 0.4%. This decline mainly reflects lower anticipated dividends from the CBM 

and public listed companies. In turn, this is consistent with the profit outlook by the 

CBM and the current dividend policies. 

 

‘Other’ revenue, which is a residual category, tends to be rather volatile. When 

compared to GDP, the ratio of ‘other’ revenue is expected to increase from 5.4% in 

2018 to 5.6% in 2019, but thereafter it is expected to decline progressively to 3.9% by 

2022. In absolute terms ‘other’ revenue is projected to increase from €660.8 million in 

2018, to €749.0 million in 2019. 

 

This increase is largely driven by the assumption of a higher take up of EU funds, which 

more than compensates for the assumption of a decline in proceeds from the IIP. 

Revenue from the IIP is expected to decline again in 2020 and stabilise thereafter. 

Apart from the IIP, the anticipated progress in the utilisation of EU funds is the other 

factor influencing the trajectory for ‘other’ revenue over the rest of the forecast horizon.  

 

The major sources of uncertainty relating to these smaller revenue components relate 

to the proceeds collected through the IIP and the absorption of EU funds. In the case 

of the IIP, the MFAC notes that the MFIN applied conservative estimates in their 

forecasts, as these are below the actual proceeds recorded in previous years. In the 

case of EU funds, the inflows are contingent on the realisation of the projects as 

planned. Given that the current EU’s financial programming period is approaching its 

end, it is plausible to assume increased efforts to ensure that available funds are fully 

utilised. 

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for other revenue to be plausible, with 

neutral risks throughout the period 2019 to 2022. Owing to the nature of these revenue 

items, upside and downside risks appear to be equally possible, thus offsetting each 

other.  
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5.3 Assessment of the expenditure projections         

 

The forecasts for the different components making up total expenditure are analysed 

separately. The assessment consists in a review of the projected trajectory for each 

variable, with a focus on the consistency with the respective main determinants, 

together with any fiscal measures or known factors, which are expected to exert an 

impact over the forecast horizon. Based on the analysis undertaken, the direction of 

risk for each component is then indicated. The risk outlook is deemed to be neutral, 

unless a sufficiently clear upside or downside risk can be identified. The risk 

assessment takes the macroeconomic scenario outlined Chapter 3 as given, although 

in this case, the relationship with macroeconomic variables is much less important than 

in the case of revenues, owing to the more discretionary element. 

 

 

5.3.1 Compensation of employees         

 

Spending on compensation of employees is projected to grow by 8.3% in 2019, which 

is in line with the 8.5% growth recorded a year earlier (see Table 5.6). The 

government’s wage bill is thus expected to amount to €114.2 million more than in 2018, 

extending the upward pattern recorded in the previous years (see Chart 5.8).  

 

Table 5.6: Compensation of employees 

 Yearly growth rate (%) Yearly absolute change (EUR millions) 

2017 7.5 88.6 

2018 8.5 108.0 

2019 8.3 114.2 

2020 5.8 87.1 

2021 5.8 90.9 

2022 5.4 90.6 

Source: MFIN 

 

The planned public sector wage bill is conditioned by the estimated average increase 

in salaries of around 4.5%, based on the collective agreement of civil servants, and the 

ministries’ human resources plans, which envisage a 2.0% increase in employment 

levels in 2019.  
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Chart 5.8: Compensation of employees  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

The budgeted growth in the allocation for compensation of employees for the period 

2020 to 2022 is more moderate, slightly below 6.0% in each year. As a result, the ratio 

of compensation of employees to nominal GDP is projected to decline further, to 10.5% 

by 2022, which would be the lowest in over a decade.   

 

Spending on compensation of employees is driven by the number of public sector 

employees and their average wage. Since employment within the government 

departments has been decentralised, the projections for compensation of employees 

effectively show the allocated budget for this item. Ministries are free to determine their 

employment levels, based on the planned recruitment, as envisaged in the ministries’ 

and departments’ plans. Still, the current policy requires that recruitment costs remain 

within the parameters of the approved budgetary estimates, unless otherwise 

authorised. 

 

Nevertheless, when considering the previous two editions of the USP, one can note 

that whereas the plans for the current year appear to be reasonably closely adhered 

to, though still exceeded, the forecasts for the outer forecast years tend to exhibit 

significant upward revisions (see Table 5.7).  
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Table 5.7: Forecast vintages for compensation of employees (EUR millions) 

 USP 2017 – 2020 USP 2018 – 2021 USP 2019 – 2022 

2017 1,263.6 1,271.1 1,268.1 

2018 1,301.8 1,367.3 1,376.1 

2019 1,348.9 1,429.7 1,490.3 

2020 1,404.6 1,487.9 1,577.4 

2021 - 1,553.4 1,668.3 

Source: MFIN 

 

Indeed, the forecast for 2017 presented in the USP in that year was €1,263.6 million, 

which is close to an outturn of €1,268.1 million.35 Likewise, the forecast for 2018 

presented in the USP in that year was €1,367.3 million, which is close to the outturn of 

€1,376.1 million. On the other hand, deviations tend to be much larger in the outer 

forecast years. For example, the planned spending on compensation of employees for 

2020 amounted to €1,404.6 million in the 2017 USP, but this was lifted to €1,577.4 

million in the 2019 USP. Likewise, the planned spending on compensation of 

employees for 2021 amounted to €1,553.4 million in the 2018 USP, but the figure was 

revised up to €1,668.3 million in the 2019 USP. Such patterns may indicate a 

systematic tendency to underestimate the outer years’ staff complement requirements 

and / or wage drift.36     

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for compensation of employees to be 

neutral for 2019, but with upside risks throughout the period 2020 to 2022. While the 

2019 budgeted amount should enable the target to be met, this becomes challenging 

for the outer years particularly as the budget allocations post 2019 are growing at a 

slower pace than in the previous years. The upside risks are also influenced by the 

past patterns of spending overruns in relation to compensation of employees.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
35 The figures for 2017 and 2018 presented in the USP 2019 – 2022 are considered as the 
actual values. 
36 Wage drift is defined as the difference in the wage paid to a worker as compared to the 
negotiated wage. The increase could be due to several reasons such as overtime, bonus 
payment or promotion. 
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5.3.2 Intermediate consumption         

 

In 2019 intermediate consumption is expected to rise by €102.5 million, or 12.3% (see 

Table 5.8). Both in absolute and in percentage terms, the change is slightly lower when 

compared to the developments recorded in 2018. Apart from elements which tend to 

produce steady yearly increases, such as health-related expenditure, this expenditure 

component tends to be influenced by special factors on a regular basis. This included 

Valletta being the European Capital of Culture in 2018. In relation to 2019, the MFIN 

identified spending on landscaping in urban areas due to an out-of-court settlement 

agreement. Apart from this factor, the USP attributes other planned increases to Extra 

Budgetary Units (EBUs) and spending for residential homes in the social sector, 

medicines and surgical materials.  

 

Table 5.8: Intermediate consumption 

 Yearly growth rate (%) Yearly absolute change (EUR millions) 

2017 14.5 91.3 

2018 16.0 115.0 

2019 12.3 102.5 

2020 5.4 50.2 

2021 4.2 41.1 

2022 4.8 49.9 

Source: MFIN 

 

The annual growth in intermediate consumption is expected to more than halve starting 

from 2020, to around 4.8% per annum. This is consistent with the fact that no special 

factors are factored into these projections. Overall, intermediate consumption is thus 

expected to backtrack from 7.0% of GDP in 2019, the highest ratio compared to recent 

years, to 6.4% by 2022 (see Chart 5.9).  

 

In relation to intermediate consumption, upward revisions to the initial spending ceiling 

have regularly taken place, and these tended to be larger for the more distant years 

(see Table 5.9). Indeed, the forecast outlays on intermediate consumption for 2020 

were initially indicated at €786.8 million in the 2017 USP, but these have been revised 

to €903.5 million in the 2018 USP, and to €987.1 million in the 2019 USP.  
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Chart 5.9: Intermediate consumption  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

Table 5.9: Forecast vintages for intermediate consumption (EUR millions) 

 USP 2017 - 2020 USP 2018 – 2021 USP 2019 – 2022 

2017 716.0 754.0 719.4 

2018 708.2 807.7 834.3 

2019 756.7 867.2 936.9 

2020 786.8 903.5 987.1 

2021 - 936.0 1,028.1 

Source: MFIN 

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for intermediate consumption to be 

plausible, with neutral risks for 2019, but upside risks for the period 2020 to 2022. 

When considering the planned expansion in the government’s activities, and the 

anticipated further rise in the population, it appears challenging to be able to lower the 

ratio of intermediate consumption to GDP over the forecast horizon. At the same time, 

as in the past, the emergence of special factors over the forecast horizon cannot be 

ruled out. On the other hand, backtracking of spending on intermediate consumption 

as a proportion to GDP can be attainable, should greater efficiency gains materialise, 

such as with the help of the Comprehensive Spending Reviews. 
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5.3.3 Social payments         

 

Social payments are expected to increase by 8.5% in 2019, equivalent to an additional 

€99.7 million (see Table 5.10). This is practically double the increase recorded during 

the previous two years, both in absolute terms and in percentage terms. As a result, in 

2019, social payments are expected to keep pace with the expansion in nominal GDP. 

Among the measures contributing to this acceleration, the most relevant are the 

provision of free school transport, upward adjustments to certain pensions and the 

provision of financial assistance to alleviate the burden of property rent costs.   

 

Table 5.10: Social payments 

 Yearly growth rate (%) Yearly absolute change (EUR millions) 

2017 4.4 47.7 

2018 3.7 41.7 

2019 8.5 99.7 

2020 4.1 52.7 

2021 5.2 69.3 

2022 4.7 65.5 

Source: MFIN 

 

In subsequent years, the projected annual growth rates are expected to moderate, 

extending the decline in the ratio of social payments to nominal GDP observed in 

recent years (see Chart 5.10). This reflects both the low inflationary environment, 

which moderates the entitlements for those eligible to receive such payments (for 

example pensions), as well as the measures legislated in previous years aimed at 

shifting away from social assistance, by encouraging further participation in the labour 

market. 

    

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for social payments to be plausible, with 

neutral risks for the period 2019 to 2022. The forecast growth rates appear to 

adequately embed the measures in place over the forecast horizon, as well as the 

general trends recorded by this expenditure component in recent years. This assumes 

that no significant additional social initiatives are launched in forthcoming budgets, 

something which however cannot be ruled out, since this is a policy decision.    
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Chart 5.10: Social payments  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

 

5.3.4 Gross fixed capital formation         

 

Spending on gross fixed capital formation is planned to maintain very strong 

momentum in 2019, rising by €154.4 million or 41.7% (see Table 5.11). This follows 

similar buoyant developments which were recorded in 2018. The USP specifies that 

increases in capital expenditure will be devoted to roads, the environment, health and 

education. These include higher infrastructure expenditure financed both from the EU 

and local funds. There is also an element of pre-financed expenditure of €100.6 million 

in 2018 which is accrued to 2019. 

 

In subsequent years, investment spending is expected to remain elevated, but also 

volatile in terms of annual growth rates. Indeed, negative growth is anticipated for 2020, 

due to the previous year’s base effect. This is then followed by low growth in 2021 and 

an acceleration in 2022. Such patterns tend to repeat the cyclical developments 

observed in previous years. Indeed, the share of public investment spending to GDP 

has fluctuated over time, with its share in GDP often hovering between 3% and 4% 

(see Chart 5.11).  
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Table 5.11: Gross fixed capital formation 

 Yearly growth rate (%) Yearly absolute change (EUR millions) 

2017 2.3 5.9 

2018 39.9 105.8 

2019 41.7 154.4 

2020 -7.5 -39.2 

2021 1.2 6.1 

2022 9.7 47.8 

Source: MFIN 

 

Chart 5.11: Gross fixed capital formation  

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for gross fixed capital formation to be 

plausible with a neutral risk outlook for the period 2019 to 2022. In absolute terms the 

planned outlays are rather high and some delays in the implementation of projects 

cannot be ruled out. However, the fact that the EU 2014 – 2020 programming period 

is coming to an end, should catalyse resources to ensure that EU funds are fully 

utilised. The recent establishment of Infrastructure Malta should also facilitate the 
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investment process in key infrastructure projects, making it easier to address 

implementation challenges.37 

  

 

5.3.5 Other expenditure components         

 

The before-mentioned four expenditure components (compensation of employees, 

intermediate consumption, social payments and gross fixed capital formation) account 

for the bulk of total expenditure. Their combined share made up 82.9% of total 

expenditure in 2018. The remaining expenditure components consist of interest 

payments, subsidies, capital transfers payable and ‘other’. Chart 5.12 shows the 

forecast profile for these respective categories, expressed as a percentage of nominal 

GDP.  

 

Chart 5.12: Other expenditure components   

 

Source: MFIN                         

 

The forecasts for interest payments extend the downward trend in their ratio to GDP 

which was observed since 2011. In absolute terms, interest payments are expected to 

remain relatively stable at their level in 2018, slightly less than €190 million annually, 

                                                   
37 Infrastructure Malta is the entity entrusted with the development, maintenance and 
upgrading of the road network and other public infrastructure in the Maltese islands.  
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whereas nominal GDP is expected to grow by around 8.1% during these four years. 

The stability in interest payments in absolute terms reflects two opposing forces. On 

one hand, the projections place the outstanding debt at a level mostly above that 

recorded at the end 2018. However, this effect is being compensated for by further 

savings on the roll-over of debt, as the implicit interest rate on public debt is estimated 

to fall from 3.3% in 2018 to 3.2% by 2022. 

 

Subsidies are also expected to maintain a low share with respect to GDP. In absolute 

terms subsidies are expected to increase from €157.6 million in 2018 to €179.8 million 

by 2022. However, as a share of GDP, their ratio is set to drop from 1.3% to 1.1%. 

Similar developments are anticipated in the case of capital transfers, which over the 

forecast horizon are expected to increase by €10.0 million, but whose ratio to GDP is 

set to decline from 1.4% in 2018 to 1.1% by 2022. Within this category is classified the 

ex-gratia payment on car registration tax. 

 

On the other hand, ‘other’ expenditure is expected to broadly follow the expansion in 

nominal GDP, thus stabilising the ratio at around 2.0%. Within this category, funds 

allocated for the Contingency Reserve, amount to €12.9 million over the forecast 

horizon.38   

 

Overall, the MFAC considers the projections for these minor expenditure components 

to be plausible. Specific downside risks for the period 2019 to 2022 are related to the 

possibility that, as in previous years, there is no recourse to the Contingency Reserve, 

thereby automatically achieving cost savings over the forecast horizon.   

 

 

5.4 Fiscal risk outlook 

 

The assessment carried out on the individual revenue and expenditure components, 

suggests possible upside risks for the fiscal balance in 2019, and neutral risks for the 

period 2020 to 2022 (see Table 5.12). This is based on the MFAC’s expert judgement. 

 

In 2019, total revenue may exceed the target because of higher-than-expected taxes 

on production and imports. This positive impact on the fiscal balance is reinforced by 

                                                   
38 The Contingency Reserve is a fiscal buffer fund which can be resorted to in case of 
exceptional expenditure developments. 
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the possibility that total expenditure turns out less than projected, should there be no 

recourse to the Contingency Reserve. 

 

On the other hand, the neutral risk outlook for the period 2020 to 2022 is the result of 

upside risks to total revenue, which are matched by upside risks to total expenditure 

of similar magnitude. The upside revenue risks relate again to taxes on production and 

imports. In turn, the overall upside risks to total expenditure, reflect the upside risks to 

compensation of employees and intermediate consumption, which are partially 

dampened by possible savings on ‘other’ expenditure.  

 

Table 5.12: Fiscal risk outlook  

 2019 2020 2021 2022 

REVENUE ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
  Taxes on production and imports ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
  Current taxes on income and wealth ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
  Social contributions ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
  Other revenue ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
EXPENDITURE ⇓ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
  Compensation of employees ⇔ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
  Intermediate consumption ⇔ ⇑ ⇑ ⇑ 
  Social payments ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
  Gross fixed capital formation ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 
  Other expenditure ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓ 
BALANCE ⇑ ⇔ ⇔ ⇔ 

Note: ⇔ indicates neutral risks, ⇑ indicates upside risks and ⇓ indicates downside risks.  

Source: MFAC 

 

The risk assessment carried out by the MFAC suggests that, based on the information 

available by the cut-off date, the planned fiscal surpluses over the period 2019 to 2022 
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are attainable, with the possibility that in 2019 the fiscal balance may turn out more 

positive. This on condition that no unexpected significant fiscal risks, beyond what has 

been discussed in this chapter, materialise over the period 2019 to 2022.39 Since the 

outer forecast years relate to a period which is more in the future, they entail greater 

uncertainty and the assessment is thus to be treated with greater caution. 

 

 

5.5 Assessment of the public debt projections 

 

In 2019, the outstanding level of public debt is expected to increase by €91.1 million 

on a year earlier, from €5,664.7 million to €5,755.8 million. Positive stock-flow 

adjustments (transactions which impact the debt but not the fiscal balance, or vice 

versa) are expected to outweigh the planned fiscal surplus in 2019.40 Subsequently, 

the outstanding level of debt is expected to fall consistently on a yearly basis, reaching 

€5,566.6 million in 2022 (see Chart 5.13). Indeed, between 2020 and 2022, the target 

yearly fiscal surplus more than compensates for the anticipated positive stock-flow 

adjustments, particularly as the magnitude of such adjustments is set to decline over 

the forecast horizon.  

 

Consequently, the decline in the ratio of public debt to GDP is set to continue 

throughout the forecast horizon. Indeed, public debt is expected to drop from 46.0% of 

GDP in 2018 to 33.2% in 2022. This is the result of the primary surplus (fiscal balance 

net of interest payments), real economic growth and inflation which are forecast over 

the period 2019 to 2022 (see Chart 5.14).41 The overall effect is however partially offset 

by the upward push created by the yearly interest payments on the stock of public debt 

and the positive stock-flow adjustments.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
39 Refer to Table 3.1 in the 2018 Annual Report of the MFAC for a full list of fiscal risks, 
available on https://mfac.org.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx.  
40 Stock-flow adjustment are termed ‘positive’ when they raise the stock of debt and ‘negative’ 
when they lower the stock of debt. 
41 The combined effect of real GDP growth and inflation reflects nominal GDP growth. 

https://mfac.org.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx
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Chart 5.13: Public debt dynamics 

 
Source: MFIN 

 

Chart 5.14: Drivers of public debt (% of GDP) 

 
Source: MFIN 
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Stock-flow adjustments are expected to create a small upward push on the public debt 

ratio totalling around 3.6% of GDP between 2019 and 2022. The bulk of this upward 

push can be traced to three specific factors. The most relevant is the fact that since 

70% of the funds generated from the IIP are being channelled into the National 

Development and Social Fund (NDSF), in practice this means that although the 70% 

share of the IIP funds contribute to the fiscal surplus, these do not contribute to the 

reduction in the debt as the money is held in the Fund rather than used to repay debt.42 

Another important source of additional public debt reflects the debt incurred by certain 

Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs), as their borrowings are considered as part of the 

general government debt for statistics purposes. Another positive stock-flow 

adjustment, though much smaller in magnitude, relates to the issue of euro coins, 

which under statistical guidelines is treated as government debt.   

 

Overall, the trajectory for the public debt ratio can be considered as plausible since the 

MFAC considers both the macroeconomic and fiscal outlook for the period 2019 to 

2022 to be within its endorsable range, and the anticipated sock-flow adjustments are 

deemed to be realistic. So long as the plans underpinning the USP projections are 

closely adhered to, the debt targets should be achievable. The upside risk to the fiscal 

balance which was identified in relation to 2019 would translate into a downside risk to 

the debt in that year. Should the outstanding debt as at end 2019 end up lower than 

projected, this would create a base effect which would carry onto the rest of the 

forecast horizon, since debt is a stock variable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
42 For statistical purposes, the NDSF is considered as part of general government.  
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Chapter 6 

Comparison across different fiscal forecasts 

 

 

6.1 Introduction 

 

The plausibility of the fiscal forecasts contained in the USP 2019 – 2022 can be further 

assessed by examining the extent of similarity or divergence with the forecasts 

produced by the other institutions. In view of data availability, this comparison focuses 

on 2019 and 2020. In this respect, a comparison is carried out with respect to the 

previous vintage of official forecasts (DBP 2019) and the forecasts published by the 

CBM, COM, IMF and credit rating agencies. Just like with the macroeconomic 

forecasts, the main caveat remains the fact that such forecasts are based on different 

data vintages. Indeed, only the USP and the COM incorporate the official fiscal outturn 

for 2018, as published by the NSO, with the other institutions relying on their own 

estimates for that year. Since in many cases these estimates underestimated the fiscal 

surplus for 2018, this limits to an extent the comparability.  

 

 

6.2 Fiscal balance 

 

The MFIN’s targets for the fiscal surplus fit within the range of available forecasts for 

the period 2019 to 2021 (see Chart 6.1). The MFIN’s forecasts are however slightly 

above the rest in 2022, although in this case there are only two other sets of forecasts 

to compare with. All institutions expect the fiscal balance to remain in surplus over the 

forecast horizon. For 2019, the forecasts range from 0.6% of GDP by the IMF, to 1.6% 

of GDP by the CBM and DBRS. However, the IMF’s forecast appears to suffer from a 

base effect, as the surplus in 2018 was significantly underestimated.43 On the other 

hand, the fiscal surplus anticipated by the COM approximates the MFIN’s targets, both 

for 2019 and 2020. While the CBM’s surplus trajectory shows a similar pattern as the 

official targets, the CBM’s estimates are consistently higher. In turn, the predictions by 

credit rating agencies place the surplus very close to that indicated in the USP, apart 

from DBRS which has a more optimistic view.  

 

                                                   
43 This also appears to apply in the case of FITCH, MOODY’s and S&P as these institutions 
likewise underestimated the 2018 fiscal surplus. 
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Chart 6.1: Fiscal surplus estimates by institution (% of GDP) 

 

Source: MFIN, COM, CBM, IMF, DBRS, FITCH, MOODY’S, S&P 

 

For 2019 the USP targets a surplus of 0.9% of GDP, which is slightly less ambitious 

than the DBP’s target of 1.3%. In absolute terms, the USP sets a target of €120.3 

million, which is €44.7 million lower than indicated in the DBP (see Table 6.1). The 

upward revision in total expenditure amounted to €115.1 million, larger than the €70.4 

million upward adjustment in total revenue. 

 

The revision in expenditure was broad-based, with gross fixed capital formation and 

intermediate consumption recording the highest increases in absolute terms. However, 

a small drop in the planned outlays on social payments partially dampened the overall 

increase in total expenditure. Meanwhile, plans for the other minor expenditures were 

practically unchanged. 

 

On the other hand, the upward revision in total revenue was mostly the result of an 

upward re-assessment of the intake from taxes on production and imports and ‘other’ 

revenue. The latter mainly reflected the anticipation of higher absorption of EU funds. 

Social contributions were also raised by €10.2 million. However, compared to the DBP, 

the anticipated intake from current taxes on income and wealth was lowered by €139.0 

million in the USP. The latter follows the fact that the 2018 target for current taxes on 

income and wealth was missed, thus creating a base effect. 
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Table 6.1: Fiscal forecasts by the MFIN, COM and CBM (EUR millions) 

  2019 2020 

 
MFIN 
USP 

MFIN 
DBP 

COM 
SPR 

CBM 
FEB 

IMF 
FEB 

MFIN 
USP 

COM 
SPR 

CBM 
FEB 

IMF 
FEB 

Total 
Revenue 

5,124.4 5,054.0 5,081.0 5,040.6 4,951.1 5,346.8 5,406.0 5,363.7 5,261.5 

Taxes on 
production & 
imports 

1,665.8 1,613.8 1,710.0 1,605.5 1,624.0 1,758.0 1,855.0 1,702.9 1,735.0 

Current taxes 
on income & 
wealth 

1,796.4 1,935.4 1,862.0 1,852.1 1,835.2 1,932.9 2,002.0 1,998.6 1,946.6 

Social 
contributions 

817.5 807.3 816.0 792.2 805.4 875.0 866.0 836.4 846.4 

Other * 844.7 697.5 693.0 790.8 686.6 780.9 683.0 825.8 733.5 

Total 
expenditure 

5,004.1 4,889.0 4,933.0 4,828.1 4,871.9 5,205.1 5,279.0 5,117.8 5,176.9 

Compensation 
of employees 

1,490.3 1,467.7 1,479.0 1,474.5 1,505.1 1,577.4 1,583.0 1,579.1 1,608.1 

Intermediate 
consumption 

936.9 886.8 902.0 874.5 845.0 987.1 965.0 929.8 902.8 

Social 
payments 

1,275.1 1,290.3 1,294.0 1,283.7 1,307.1 1,327.8 1,387.0 1,358.7 1,368.3 

Gross fixed 
capital 
formation 

525.1 465.3 460.0 447.1 396.1 485.9 501.0 483.5 479.6 

Other ** 776.7 778.9 798.0 748.3 818.6 826.9 843.0 766.7 818.1 

Fiscal 
balance 

120.3 165.0 148.0 212.5 79.2 141.7 128.0 245.8 84.6 

Gross debt 5,755.8 5,660.1 5,689.0 5,434.1 5,598.1 5,740.2 5,715.0 5,313.8 5,501.3 

* Include capital taxes, property income and ‘other’ revenue. 

** Include interest payments, subsidies, capital transfers payable and ‘other’ expenditure. 

Sources: MFIN, COM, CBM, IMF 

 

In absolute terms, the revenue forecasts for 2019 by the CBM, COM and IMF are all 

higher than those indicated in the USP. This mainly reflects the higher expected yield 

from current taxes on income and wealth. On the other hand, the forecast for ‘other’ 
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revenue by these institutions is lower, reflecting different assumptions for the take up 

of EU funds and the proceeds from the IIP.   

 

On the expenditure front, the 2019 projections by the CBM, COM and IMF are all lower. 

This is mainly due to the higher aggregates for intermediate consumption and gross 

fixed capital formation indicated in the USP. Variations across the other expenditure 

categories are more contained. 

 

In relation to 2020, the COM anticipates slightly higher revenue than the MFIN, 

whereas the IMF slightly less, and the CBM’s forecast being very close. The COM’s 

projections are higher both for taxes on production and imports and current taxes on 

income and wealth. However, these differences are dampened by the lower revenue 

classified as ‘other’. On the other hand, the CBM is less upbeat than the MFIN in 

relation to taxes on production and imports and social contributions, but the effect is 

largely compensated for by higher estimates for direct taxes and ‘other’ revenue. 

Compared to the USP, the IMF’s revenue forecasts are lower, except for current taxes 

on income and wealth which are marginally higher. 

 

When compared to the USP, there is broad similarity with regards to the outlook for 

compensation of employees across the different sets of forecasts. The notable 

expenditure differences relate to the higher social payments in the case of the COM, 

the lower intermediate consumption and ‘other’ expenditure by the CBM and the lower 

intermediate consumption by the IMF. Expenditure differences, with some items being 

higher and others lower compared to the MFIN’s forecasts, exhibit no obvious pattern, 

also reflecting the stronger discretionary nature of expenditure.44  

 

 

6.3 Public debt 

 

The USP targets a debt level of €5,755.8 million for 2019, which is €95.7 million above 

that indicated in the DBP. The MFIN’s forecast for public debt is higher than that 

indicated by any of the other independent institutions. Despite some institutions are 

anticipating a larger surplus than the MFIN, this effect is more than offset by the 

different estimates for the outstanding debt level as at 2018, as well as the assumed 

value of stock-flow adjustments.  

                                                   
44 This can be contrasted with the revenue forecasts which may exhibit from traceable 
patterns. 
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Such discrepancies are carried forward onto the rest of the forecast horizon. Thus, 

even for 2020, the absolute debt targets indicated in the USP are above those 

projected by the CBM, COM and IMF. The cumulation of annual differences, leads to 

a discrepancy amounting to €426.4 million between the target specified in the USP and 

the CBM’s forecast, with approximately half the difference traceable to the higher fiscal 

surplus forecast by the CBM and the other half stemming from the larger stock-flow 

adjustments embedded in the MFIN’s forecasts.  

 

Despite these differences, the expectations of a downward trajectory in the debt-to-

GDP ratio is shared by all institutions, including the credit rating agencies (see Chart 

6.2).45 Indeed, there appears to be strong similarity, with the projections by the MFIN 

fitting within the range of estimates.  

 

Chart 6.2: Public debt estimates by institution (% of GDP) 

 

Source: MFIN, COM, CBM, IMF, DBRS, FITCH, MOODY’S, S&P 

 

Over the forecast horizon, the CBM, IMF and DBRS anticipate a faster decline in the 

debt ratio than the MFIN, whereas FITCH, MOODY’s and S&P appear slightly more 

cautious. However, in the case of FITCH and Moody’s, this can be largely attributed to 

the overestimation of the debt ratio at the end of 2018, whose effect is carried forward. 

On the other hand, the debt ratio forecast by the COM, which is the most comparable 

                                                   
45 When considering the debt-to-GDP ratio, an additional source of discrepancy relates to the 
different forecasts for the value of nominal GDP, which acts as the denominator for this ratio. 
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with that of the USP, since it embeds the identical data set for 2018, both for nominal 

GDP and the fiscal outturn, is very similar.  

 

 

6.4 Assessment 

 

Overall, the forecast revisions undertaken by the MFIN between the DBP and the USP 

appear plausible and can be traced to identifiable factors and underpinnings. Further 

support is offered by the fact that the fiscal forecasts by the other institutions are 

broadly in line with those presented in the USP. The comparisons carried out in this 

chapter also corroborate the MFAC’s endorsement of the fiscal forecasts. The fact that 

all other institutions, to varying degrees, concur on the overall fiscal outlook, 

characterised by a fiscal surplus and a falling debt ratio, suggests that the forecasts 

included in the USP have adequately addressed the relevant issues, and factored in 

the available information. Moreover, for 2019, both the COM and the CBM anticipate 

a larger surplus in absolute terms than the MFIN, supporting the upside risk to the 

fiscal balance identified by the MFAC in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 7 

Compliance with fiscal rules 
 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 

EU Member States are required to respect the debt rule, the budget balance rule and 

the expenditure benchmark, as stipulated in the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP).46 

These rules are designed to encourage countries to prioritise fiscal sustainability and 

prevent the build-up of imbalances in government finances. The debt rule and the 

budget balance rule feature identically in the SGP and in the FRA. On the other hand, 

the expenditure benchmark which features in the SGP, is only indirectly referred to in 

the FRA, in case the COM identifies a ‘significant deviation’ from the Medium-Term 

Budgetary Objective (MTO). Table 7.1 outlines the requirements currently applicable 

to Malta’s fiscal policy, based on the SGP and the FRA. In 2018 these requirements 

were met ex-post. Ex-ante, the plans contained in the USP, are expected to maintain 

full compliance with these requirements throughout the period 2019 to 2022. 

 

Table 7.1: Requirements currently applicable to Malta’s fiscal policy  

 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

Debt rule 

The debt-to-GDP ratio must not be higher 

than 60% of GDP 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Budget balance rule 

The country must maintain its MTO 
✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Expenditure benchmark 

Annual expenditure growth should not 

exceed a reference medium-term rate of 

potential GDP growth, unless the excess is 

matched by discretionary revenue 

measures 

NA NA NA NA NA 

Note: ✓ means that the requirement is met. In the case of the expenditure benchmark, since the 

country has over-achieved its MTO and is expected to maintain its MTO, the expenditure benchmark 
is not binding. 

Source: MFAC 

                                                   
46 For a detailed exposition of these rules, refer to the Vade Mecum on the Stability and 
Growth Pact, 2019 edition, available on https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/vade-mecum-
stability-and-growth-pact-2019-edition_en.  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/vade-mecum-stability-and-growth-pact-2019-edition_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/vade-mecum-stability-and-growth-pact-2019-edition_en
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7.2 Debt rule 

 

In 2018, the debt-to-GDP ratio stood at 46.0%, well below the 60% limit (see Chart 

7.1).47 The USP targets further declines in this ratio, to reach 33.2% by 2022. This 

would continue to ensure full compliance with the debt rule, with a significant margin. 

The expansion in nominal GDP, which acts as denominator in this ratio, is the primary 

contributor to the anticipated decline in the debt ratio. Further downside effect reflects 

the fact that according to the USP’s targets, in 2022 the outstanding level of debt will 

be slightly less than in 2018, contrasting with the trend increases recorded between 

2006 and 2016. 

 

Chart 7.1: Public debt trajectory  

 

Source: MFIN 

 

 

7.3 Budget balance rule  

 

In relation to the yearly budgetary position requirements, the MTO for Malta has been 

set at balanced budget in structural terms, equivalent to 0.0% of potential output. Malta 

achieved its MTO in 2016, when the first structural surplus was recorded, three years 

ahead of original plans (see Chart 7.2). In 2017 and 2018, even larger structural 

surpluses were achieved, continuing to ensure the country meets its MTO in full. The 

size of the structural surplus is expected to be lower over the forecast horizon, starting 

                                                   
47 2015 was the first year when the debt ratio fell below the 60% limit. 
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at 0.7% of potential in 2019, but gradually rising to 1.4% in 2022. This would safeguard 

the attainment of the MTO by a good margin.    

 

Chart 7.2: Structural balance and MTO (% of potential output) 

 

Source: MFIN 

 

The easing of the structural surplus experienced in 2018 and that planned in 2019 

(which implies a negative structural effort throughout these two years) coincides with 

a period wherein the economy is set to operate slightly above potential, that is with a 

positive output gap (see Chart 7.3).  

 

Chart 7.3: Cyclical conditions and structural effort (percentage points of GDP) 

 

Source: MFIN 
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This implies that both 2018 and 2019 would be characterised by pro-cyclical fiscal 

expansion, in the form of a reduction in the fiscal surplus at a time when the economy 

is operating above potential. On the other hand, between 2020 and 2022, the increase 

in the structural surplus (which implies a positive structural effort) coincides with the 

anticipated shift in the economic cycle to a negative output gap. In this case, the pro-

cyclical fiscal tightening reflects the increase in the fiscal surplus at a time when the 

economy is operating below potential.  

 

 

7.4 Expenditure benchmark  

 

Due to the over-achievement of Malta’s MTO in 2018, and the fact that the projections 

by both the MFIN and the COM indicate that the MTO is expected to continue being 

overachieved, the expenditure benchmark does not need to be assessed.48 Indeed, 

the expenditure benchmark serves primarily to steer countries towards their MTO, 

something which Malta has already attained, and is expected to maintain. This on 

condition that the achievement of the MTO is not driven by windfalls. In this respect, 

the expenditure benchmark can be interpreted as non-binding in terms of compliance 

with the SGP, as Malta’s structural surplus is not the result of windfalls. Furthermore, 

since the COM has not identified any ‘significant deviation’ by the country, the FRA’s 

clause relating to the expenditure benchmark is not applicable in current 

circumstances. This notwithstanding, the MFAC considers important that expenditure 

developments continue to be carefully monitored, to avoid possible unsustainable 

developments.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
48 The expenditure aggregate upon which the rule is based is comprised of overall government 
expenditure net of interest payments, spending on EU programmes paid for by EU funds and 
cyclical elements of unemployment benefits, while nationally financed government investment 
is smoothed over four years. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 
 

 

The positive performance of the Maltese economy over recent years is expected by 

the MFIN to be sustained throughout the period 2019 to 2022. Based on the information 

available, and on the assessment undertaken, the MFAC considers that the 

macroeconomic forecasts presented in the latest USP to be within its endorsable 

range. This assessment is corroborated by the broad similarity between the MFIN’s 

macroeconomic forecasts and those produced by the other independent institutions.  

 

Similarly, the MFAC considers the targets for a fiscal surplus, and a decline in the debt-

to-GDP ratio, in each of the forecast years, to be feasible and within its endorsable 

range. The official fiscal projections are in line with those published by the other 

institutions, adding to their plausibility. This assessment is conditional on the 

macroeconomic scenario not diverging significantly from the official forecasts, and the 

equally important proviso that the Government adheres closely to the plans outlined in 

the USP.  

 

It is important that should new policy initiatives be undertaken post 2019, beyond what 

is embedded in the USP, these are compensated for by measures which safeguard 

the attainment of the fiscal targets as specified in the USP. Furthermore, any revenue 

windfalls which could materialise, should be used primarily to reduce the debt further. 

 

The MFAC acknowledges the clear commitment by the Government to continue 

running a structural surplus, thus maintaining the country’s MTO, and enabling further 

reduction in the debt ratio. A low public debt-to-GDP ratio is key to sustaining Malta’s 

economic fundamentals. Strong public finances are important not only to comply with 

the fiscal rules, but to ensure that appropriate buffers are created at a time when the 

economic performance is favourable. 

 

Notwithstanding the benign macro-fiscal environment, which is expected to prevail 

between 2019 and 2022, vigilance remains important, particularly as elements of 

uncertainty remain. Malta’s very open economy makes it subject to possible adverse 

shocks arising from the external sector. On the fiscal front, certain budget components 

may be subject to sudden changes, and some fiscal risks might eventually crystallise. 
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The benign macroeconomic and fiscal conditions also offer a window of opportunity for 

carrying out the necessary reforms to address long-term challenges. In this respect, 

the report on the current state of public pensions, which the Pensions Strategy Working 

Group will be presenting by 2020, will certainly include a number of key 

recommendations, which may offer a good basis upon which to act in order to address 

such issues.  Apart from this, the MFAC reiterates the importance that the fiscal plans 

maintain a long-term focus, to adequately cater for the challenges associated with 

Malta’s rapid structural change, population growth, and international environmental 

obligations. 

 

Finally, the MFAC welcomes the increased level of detail and analysis presented in the 

USP. This is in line with some of the recommendations outlined by the IMF in its Fiscal 

Transparency Evaluation.49 The MFAC invites the MFIN to proceed along these lines 

and aim for further improvements in fiscal transparency in the near future.  

 

 

 

                                                   
49 Refer to Chapter 2 in the 2018 Annual Report of the MFAC for further details, available on 
https://mfac.org.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx.  

 

https://mfac.org.mt/en/publications/Pages/Publications.aspx
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